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MISFIT GLASSES.
Every person who

glasses

wears

of i
should consider the importance

wearing ouiy those that are perfectly
Self-fitted
to their EYES.

adapted
•r

improperly litted glasses

erally

worse

are

thau none at all.

gen-

Many

such
Κ Y Κ S are injured by wearing
blur,
tire,
j
glasses. If your EYES
have
water, ache, or are inflamed,
them attended to. I make a specialty of scientific

optical

work.
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TO LET.
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*»»irs one flat.
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Licensed Taxidermist,
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NORWAY.

Sal©

N. G. ELDER,
South Paris, Me.

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.

THERE IS A

GOOD DEAL OF VARIETY IN

EACH, AXI)

TIIE

not too soft for the mowing machine
and horse rake that by picking a dry
time could be plowed, smoothed aud
seeded immediately with gain enough to
and quality
pay for the job in quantity
and a tield that top dressiug will make
often the most productive. Such land
often seems to pay for dressing more
than drv ground.
are

WKATUEB too cool in SOME

districts,

CONDITIONS GENERALLY FAVOR-

ABLE.

The Weather Bureau's weekly summary of crop conditions is as fallows:
Coutinued cool weather in the districts
east of the Mississippi River, especially
Γ VI III*
jvww
in the corn with herdsgrass, clover, etc., during the early part of the week ending
the
after the last hoeing and smoothing for June 20, was unfavorable, but to
the mowing machine. After seeding go. westward of the Mississippi the temperweek averover with a weeder, which gives a tinal ature was very favorable, tlie
northleveling touch. I don't thiuk you can ;iging the best of the season in the
While
lots of ern Kocky Mountain districts.
get quite as much corn but saves
labor plowing aud leveling, so I want high maximum temperatures occurred
have
the ensilage 1 am pleased with success in California, the conditions there
A large part
in this. I think it has been practically improved since last week.
demonstrated that the dairy cow will do of the Gulf States and most of New Engor no rain and moistmore towards permanent improvement land received little
extent
than any other class of stock. We hear ure is needed to a greater or less
much said of the amount spent for in these districts. Tortious of the lake
not region, Ohio Valley and Tennessee are
western grain, but personally I do
consider it a bad investment as long as also beginning to need rain, while too
and
the cows pay the bill to briug western much has fallen in Eastern Kansas
the permanent im- Southeastern Nebraska. Unseasonably
for
Maine
to
fertility
low minimum temperatures occurred in
provement of our farms.
the 14th
In the matter of drainage 1 have done the Atlantic coast districts on
with and lôth, with light frosts in Central
no work that I was better satisfied
for the labor expended than what I have New Jersey.
As a whole, corn has not made rapid
doue in improvement by drainage. I
growth in the principal corn states, and
have done but little stone draining.
The difference iu digging for stone aud is generally reported as small, though
in
tile will pay for the tile, about :Scts. per healthy and well cultivated, except
have a portions of Nebraska and Kansas, where
foot, every time, and when you
is
tile drain once properly laid it is perma- it is weedy. Good growth, however,
Kartli won't till nor moles ob- reported from Oklahoma and Kansas,
nent.
in the
This is but au outliue but 1 and the crop continues to do well
struct.
rain.
think 1 have aired my personal experi- Southern States, though needing
M. King in
Winter wheat has suffered no unfavorence ami w ill close here.—S.
able conditions, and a general improveTurf, Farm and lloiue.
ment is indicated in nearly all districts,
One might as well begin to select for although some lodging is reported from
the coming winter by cutting out all the Southern Nebraska. Harvest is in proghens that were hatched prior to 1903 aud ress in the southern portions of Kansas
selling them for market. Select as well and Missouri, but no wheat has been cut
all the best pullets of the past winter oast of the Mississippi north of the Ohio
aud keep them for egg producers the Kiver; harvest will begin this week in
coming winter. All the best egg-pro- Southern Illinois.
On the North Pacific Coast winter
ducing pullets that were hatched last
and kept for wheat continues in promising condition,
year should be selected
be and it is
next winter. All the rest mayas well
heading in Oregon. Harvest is
finish- in
sent to market as soou as you have
progress in California, where the crop
ed with them for this season, or as soon as is light in most sections.
The
they can be profitably disposed of.
Spring wheat is making rapid growth,
time to sell is when finished with them, and is iu promising condition, although
It always
weedy in North Dakota.
providing the market is right.
sell in prime confavorable .reports concerning
Less
pays to have those you
dition; they pay doubly well compared oats are received from Missouri, where
with others. When in prime condition the crop is heading short, and from Illiconthey weigh the best, aud in such thus nois and Michigan, where it is in need
of rain and warmth; elsewhere the gendition they bring more per pouud;
is gained the double advantage in both eral outlook continues promising.
is
The favorable progress of cotton durweight aud price. Poultry that propconerly cared for is usually iu good
iug the two preceding weeks has been
checked during the last week in the cendition for market.
tral ami eastern portions of the belt,
A few years since the duck business where rain is generallyueeded and lice
Thousands went in, and are extensively reported. In Tennessee
was the fad.
Several succeeded, and have and portions of the Carolinas and South-'
failed.
done well with them. It was the same, ern Mississippi, however, the crop conand
only worse, with the Belgianair.hare,
tinues to do well, and throughout the
Thouiu the
now the squab fever is
cotton belt it is well cultivated, except
because
at
this—all
lost
sands will be
in Northeastern Texas, where a few
c" in
people will uot study their "a, b,
fields are still foul. In the last named
Those who start with
culture.
poultry
state cotton has made rapid growth, and
well as they
a few, and learn the lesson
is generally in tine condition, but boll
with squabs;
weevils are causing damage iu a greater
go along, will succeed
those who do not will fail.
uuiuber of counties than last week.
with
The hot sun, in combination
Good growth is also reported from Oklawill
Indian Territory and Arkansas.
filthy, neglected coops aud houses,
homa,
hen lice of all kinds,
grow quite a crop of
of
stocks
to lend their aid in the reducing
Butter Falling Off.
and
profits in the poultry business.
of the dairy commissioners
Reports
summer,
These conditions come every
the of Iowa and South Dakota, recently
and destroy quite a percentage of
made public, show that the butter outpoultry, young and old.
put of both is shrinking at a rate that
cannot but alarm people who are prejudemanded
The first absolute principle
In South
is cleanli- diced against oleomargarine.
for the comfort of· the poultry
Dakota the number of creameries deiasect
the
from
pest,
freedom
and
ness
158 to 130. In Iowa it has
an can be creased from
also as cool a temperature
in the last Ave years by
these looked after, been reduced
With
provided.
of
have about 150 creameries. The output
and other proper treatment, you
in so large a procomfort butter has cot shrunk
ptovided for the poultry equal
smaller
in either state, but it is
for yourself, in portion
to that which you have
Decreasing areas for pasturthe in both.
order to exist pleasantly during
have
age, as land becomes too valuable,
heated term. These same conditions caused the change.
should pass all along the line, including
chicks
the mother hen with the young
Severe winters are always followed
chicks
and the colonies of partly grown
good crop years. If this rule holds
farm.
by
the
about
that may be anywhere
there ought to be a bumper crop,
good
the
with
extent
growto
any
To succeed
this year, something that will
the heated term, of corn
during
of
poultry
ing
add more to the national wealth and
individual
specimen,
and
every
each
stimulus to trade and
be protected give a greater
either old or young, must
than any other one
of heat, geueral business
from the destructive influence
thing that could happen.
and Insect vermin.
—

«

i«»vv

over-crowding

When early lambs are expected, esbe
Hoirs intended for the market
must be taken to provide
if they have pecial care
made to gain very rapidly
dry
quarters, in order to avoid
warm,
and
clover
pasture
the range of a good
losses. Keep the ewes in a good, thrifty
Stock
of
grains.—Live
are fed plenty

Atom* A Forte. Sort* Ml Journal.

For Love of

RK8UI.T8 ARE DIFFER-

ENT.

BOT

can

condition.

The commander comnut know it.
pletely lost his head, though he was a
courageous uian. brave to rashness. and
a veteran s^hlier who liad hitherto distinguished him*>lf in this and many
TI.e town wax full of
other wars.
plunder gathered by the troops, the
Hessians haviiti' been looting the country for weeks. and he «-otiltl not abandon it without a struggle. The idea of
flying from a band of nigged rebels
whom It·* had scouted was intolera-

Keepers.

It has long been the lament of dairy
critics and farm economists that our
too much corn: that by
cows are fed
I
Farm Improvement.
such feeding the cows are inclined to
The desirability of the improvement grow fat, instead of making milk; that
feed and cows
of our farms will not be questioned corn is not a milk-making
of it. It depends
but the difficult problem to solve is how- can't make milk out
The cow that has been bred
to make such improvement practical. on the cow.
and all about her
Intelligent thinking must be the founda- to turn feed into flesh,
has places to put flesh
tion of such improvement and must be physical make-up
make flesh. The cow that
accompanied by the manual labor neces- :uid fat. will
has beeu bred for turning all her feed
sary to attain the object aimed at. Of
and is a combination of belly
course we cannot all think alike, an^our into milk
will make a great
aims for improvement will be different. and bag ami nerves,
toward creating milk out of whatOur farms and their capabilities fur im- effort
80 it depeuds upon the
ever she eats.
provement are different, but I think I
Many a man sees a great producam safe in making the assertion that cow.
is thin and angular and
outside of fruit raising the amount of ing cow that
that she does her
stock food is the grand aim to be attain- pointed, and concludes
she is thin; then he
ed in improvement. Some one has writ- great work because
home and starves his own fleshten gooit things of him who caused two goes
utaking cow into thinness with the exspears of grass to grow where but one
of making her by the same
grew before. What then should be said pectation
also.
of the mau who instead of two makes it sign a great producer
After this sliding scale in cow evolufour".' In my experience the greatest
is followed down for a while one of
possible advance can best be attained tion
to the dairyman—he
where hay ami ensilage are made special- two things happens
of dairying
I have sowed no grain for 25 years either gives up the business
ties.
as a bad lot and a hard one, or concludes
or mor- and after these 20 years of pracin cows.
tical experience I personally do not be- there is a difference
There is a difference also in men. I
lieve that Oxford County or Maine farmfor
that
intend
philosophy, but
ers can afford to raise grain in
compe- don't
in that work
tition with average western prices with for good dairying, and
of difference in men.
good stock to eat the hay and ensilage there is a world
into the atfectiou
that can be raised from the same fertil- Some men drop right
of the cows. These
izer. The old routine practice of our and good graces
and they tit
fathers to break aud sow to grain, then are «juick and handy men,
up nicely and snugly to the important
plant corn <>n a liberal dressing the sec- tender
places of the work; they have a
ond year, aud sow grain and often withthe cows
out additional
dressing, does not gel way of pleasing and humoring
and of carrying on diplomatic intercourse
over the ground fast enough and often
nature with them.
tiuds the ground as poor for grass to of the most friendly
the
Before This man recognizes the usefulness,
start in as it was before broken.
the motherhood
the years when 1 had a silo I seeded in- wonder, the femininity,
of the good cow, and on such a man it is
variably in the fall and with good sucsin and shame to impose
cess so far as the quantity of hay was .in everlasting
The opposite of this man
concerned. I soon was practically con- a poor cow.
whose projecting
vinced that I could get enough more hay is the uncouth one,
are all sharp and antagonistic to
from the same fertilizing in the first bumps
all other bumps: who regards a cow as
three years after seeding without graiu
and grain grinding machine, to be
and that without any extra cost except a hay
wound up with a manure fork and unthe handliug of a heavier-crop of hay ou
wound with a milking stool.
the same acreage than enough to pay for
Between these two there is a great
the best crop of ^rain raised. So in all
herd of medioere dairymen, who are
these years I bave been able to make a
the fearful dairy averages we
constant if small improvement year by- making
read and lament about in the statistics.
more
means
stock,
More
hay
year.
For these men their cows give a fairlymore stock, more dressing, more dressflow of milk at time of freshening
good
on by a sure proso
and
more
hay
ing,
and when they are put on full, sensible
gression if one don't try to eat their cake
feeding for a month or two in the year,
and have it too.
while pasture is fresh afid flush; for the
In the matter of practice I have brokbalance of the year the ration is underen for corn and taken the fodder from
sized and badly proportioned. Among
the grouud as soon as its ripeness would
And those dairymen who
and tit for the these men we
Then
plow,
permit.
never feed cows heavily for fear of wearmowing machine, ami seed with herdsing them out. On these underfed cows
sjrass and red top and sow on the clover
cross a bull of doubtful or unknown
in~the following spring on late snows or they
to make cows
is done lineage and secure calves
any time before the ground
of, and never feed the calves enough beable
been
have
I
When
freezing nights.
cause they do not want them to get fat.
to seed before the 20th of September I
Dairying with these men is not a real
all
iu
these
failure
a
total
made
not
have
to public
have 1 earnest business, as going
2S
for
Twice
years
only
years.
sales is, but is run as a kind of side line
sown a little extra herdsgrass when 1
and is managed principally by the boys
did my clover seed. The loss of seed in
out of school hours. The pails and cans
fall sowing is very much less than in
are genmay be well washed, but they
spriug sowing with grain. I have also erally
not.
They do not know how
practiced breaking at any time after the much milk their cows give in a year, for
hay crop was off, dressing liberally,
they never have "kept count," but they
harrowing thoroughly, brushiug faith- do
know that those men who claim to
a
on
muscle
and
putting enough
fully
have cows milking six, eight or ten
hoe handle to lit it for the mowing mathousand pounds of milk, that tests ô
chine. Then sow the seed and go over
ceut. are not men of reliable veracity.
it with a light wooden roller, thus rais- per
—Tribune Farmer.
ing a continuous hay crop.
There are many acres of ground that
Crops Urowtn irregular.
are too moist for crop cultivation that

bankruptcy.
decreed
« :ieref«."re he pravs, that he may be
from all
b
uurt to have a full discharge
tli
under said
t- provable again·! his estate
as are exba-ikruptcv Acts, except such debts
cel·
by faw from such discharge.
I>. l!*X
A.
June.
of
I
.1th
ttds
I'aU
dty
tiEORUE l>. KROST,
Bankrupt.
<·κι·κκ or
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JE route for the first mile ami
a half lay up a steep hill.
wh.'r» the men were much
exposed and suffered terribly.
for three miles or so t

fëSgJ
Tfwth.it

wound in >"·! »»'
.1.1 ihmnsh f"^l" »'
Mk. whk'h .ffor<l«.l >..«· " «··
Tin. storm

,S
"

f
1" *<**"
ΛΙ^

»"·

raged with unabated fury,

and they cheerful*
toiled on over the roads covered with
deep drifts bearing as best they
the driving tempest. It was > In. the
morning when they reached the little
village of Hirminghani. wjiere the tvvo
columns divided. General Greenes col
we ver.

ml^ht

umu.

taking

-let ping off tlie effects of his previous
night's indulgences when he heard the
commotion, .lumping from the bed and
running r.jpi.ily to the window, still
undressed, lie thrust out his head und

accompanied by NN^isliington. asked
th longer or inland road, called Kiel,

the acting brigade adjutant,
who was hurriedly galloping
past. <vli;:t ii was all about. There was
a
total misapprehension on all sides
even at this hour as to the serious na-

tbe l'ennington road, which entered
the town from the northeast, « '*
Sullivan's column followed the lower
road, which entered the town from the
west bv way Of a bridge over the Assunpink creek. As (ireene had a loot,
detour to make. Sullivan had orders to
wait where the crossroad from Howland's Ferry intersected his lin« °
march until the tint column had time
to effect the longer circuit, so that th

ture of the attack, so the confused
(olonel. satisfied with Kiel's surmise
that it was a raid, ordered him to take
a company and go to the assistance of
the n<ain guard in the supposition that
it was only a skirmishing party and
never dreaming of a general attack.
Nevertheless he then dressed rapidly
and. running down to the street,
mounted his horse, which had been

two attacks might be delivered together
General Washington himself rodt
in front of the tirst column. It was
still frightfully cold.
About ilnybreak the general spied an
officer on horseback toiling through
As the
the snowdrifts toward him.
horsemen drew nearer be recognized
young Martin.
*
-What is it now. sir?
"General Sullivan says that the
storm has rendered many of his mus-

brought around. The three regiments
which comprised his brigade and command were already forming." They

the regiment Rahl. the regiment
Von I^oKsltiirp ami the regiment Von
Ktiyphausen. At this moment the advance party and the main guard came
running through the streets in great
confusion, crying that the whole rebel
army was down upon them. The regiment Kalil and the regiment Von Lossburg at once began retreating to an
were

kets useless by wetting the priming
and powder. He wishes to know what
'*

"Urturn^inet^nt'ly

apple orchard back of the town, firing
ineffectively ill their excitement, as
they ran, from behind the houses,#at

and tell him he
must use the bayonet. When he hears
the tiring he is to advance and charge
immediately. The town must be tak
.mi

«'I-îinetly

worr·

der upon th" main body.
It was broad daylight now. and the
violence of the storm had somewhat
ab.-.ted. lit the town, where the firing
had boen hetird. the drums of the three
regiments were rapidly beating the asColonel Kalil was in bed
sembly.

and tin* progress of the
The mon were
v««rv slow.

spirits, b

Γ. + + 4· ~t+ù ♦

hoard by Washi ; men on the main road.
ington and
Tin» main jmm.M <·η the upper road, almost as Cimrletely surprised as the
other by the dashing onslaught of the
Americans. made another futile attempt at resistance to Greene's column,
but they sorm fell back in great disorηι«·η

CHAPTER XXV.

and 1 intend to take it.
good, sir," said the

•'•Very

r^TeH
lÎ"Yes,

thronph the

the head of the column which had now
appeared in tiie street, while the regiment Von Ktiyphausen. under the command of Major Von Deehow, the second In command of the brigade, separated from the two others and made

young

.now

sir." he replie*! promptly.

get through anything if your
cellency will give the order.
The general smiled
can

In

for tin· bridge over the

I

Assunplnk.

ex-

approving·

It
evident that young man s tirst les
eon had been a good one
sis, he was glad to see, had not Ik en
was

Hlsjpha-

""when Martin rejoined Sullivan's col·

which had been halted at the
crossroads, the men who had witnessed
umu

his departure were eagerly waiting
his return. As he repeated the generαΓΗ reply they began slipplng the bayc
nets over the muzzles of thiir guns
t
without orders. So eager w
advance that Sullivan had difficult» m
them nntll the ripntl »'».
such were their temper nnd
„iv„,
"
spirit that
ment thev reeked little of the free*
and the hardships of the r ter

ήΐ,™ύ.Ιη«
ïïs ίοί,

rible marth. The retreatingS army ,t last on the offensive,
rhej were
about to attack now. and no attack is
so dangerous as that delivered by men

from whom the compelling necessity
of retreat has been suddenly removed.
It was about « o'clock in the mornin- when they came in sight of the
The village of Trentonton**
tained about lot» houses. mostlj frame,
scattered along both sides of two long
streets and chietiy located on the w t
b-ink of the Assunplnk. which hiri
1
S
Λ <« the
tlowed into the Delaware. Hit Assun
pink was fordable In places at low water. but it was spanned by a substanid stone bridge, which gave on the

L

ii« rccoijtùzcd young Martin.
King and Queen streets run together

ES

at the east

road followed by Sullivan, at the west
of the village. Washington came

hot fire.

™i

The

general's position

was

much exposed, and after his horse had

I teen wounded 'his officers repeatedly
requested li'ni to fall back to a safer
he peremptorily refused
point, wh!.
Th»· Joy of battle sparkled in
to do.
his eyes. II»· had Instinctively chosen
that position on the tleld from whence
lie could best see and direct the con-

down from the north and entered he
village from the other side. About ha r
a niUe from the edge of the town tl e
column led by him cume abreast ot an
«-·.»» woou
u farmyard
wood m
lu «
old man chop.-ing

by the ro.vdside.

"Whicli is; * lie· way to the /lesslau
picketV" s:iid the general.
"1 don't know." replied the mau Bulle» ly.
"You may tell." said Captain Forest,
riding near the general at the head of
his I lattery, "for this is General Wash-

but

successful

flict, and nothing
charge of the enemy could have moved
a

him to retire.
A few of the cooler headed men
some
among the Hessians had rallied
of the Losshurg regiment, and two
guns had been run out into the street
and
up toward the place where

ington."

The man's expression altered atouce.
"God bless and prosper you!" he
cried eagerly, raising lift hands to
heaven. "There! The picket is in that
house yonder, and the seutry stands

pointed

Washington stood to form

a

battery

which mijjit. could it have been served. have held the American army in
cheek until such time as the startled
Germans could recover their wits and
General Washington
make a stand.
pointed them out to the officer of the
advance guard, which had already done
swell good service, with a wave of his
sword. The little handful of men, led

that tree."
The intense cold and heavy snow had
driven the twenty-five men who composed the advance picket to shelter,
and they were huddled together in one
of the rude huts which served as a
guardhouse. The snow deadened the
sound of the American advance, and
the careless sentry did not perceive
them. No warning was given until the
lieutenant in command of the guard
stepped out of the house by chance
and gave the alarm in great surprise.
The {ticket rushed out. and the men
lined up In the road In front of the
column, the thick snow preventing
them from forming a correct idea of
near

to

charge.

"We will retake the town.

All who

tny grenadiers, forward!' lie cried

are

Intrepidly.

The men. with lixed bayonets, advanced bravely, and he led them gallantly forward, sword in hand. The
America us tired a volley. Forest's battery. which entihtded them, poured in
Ha hi in the advance,
a deadly tire.
upon his horse, received a fatal wound

The Contiand fell to the ground.
nentals. cheering madly, charged forward witli fixed bayonets. The Hessians
stopped, hesitated, wavered.
Their chief was gone. Tiie battle was
lost. They broke and tied! Disregarding the commands and appeals of their
officers, they turned quickly to the
right and n.n off into the face of

CHAPTER XXVI.
XD so the departure of my
Lord Cornwallie was necesESSE sarily deferred. The packet
upon which he had engaged
passage and which had actually received his baggage sailed without hlui.
It would he some days before he would
grace the court of St. James with hie
handsome person, and a long time
would elapse before he would once
uiore rejoice in the Bight of his beloved hills. When he next returned it
would not be with the laurels of a

A

m

conqueror either! lie was to try conclusions once and again with the gentleman lie had so assiduously pursued
through the Jerseys, and this timeaye. and in the end. too—the honora
The
were to be with his antagonist.
star and order of the Hath, which his
gracious and generous Britannic majesty had sent over to the new Caesar.
General Howe, with so much laudation and so many words of congratulation. was to have a little of its luster
diminished, and was destined to appear not quite so glorious as it had

after Long Island; in fact, is was soon
to be seen that it was only a pyrotechnic star after all. and not In the
order of heaven! Hoth of these gentlemen were to learn that an army—almost any kind of an army—is always
dangerous until It is wiped out, and it

is not to be considered as wiped out as
long as it lias any coherent existence
at all. even if the coherent existence
them
Hand's riflemen, who received
only depends upon the iron will of one
with another volley. .Many of them
man—which is another way of saying
fell. A Imhiv of Virginia troops, led by
the Kaiii·· is never won until it is ended.
Talbot, now gained their left think, the
There was mounting in hot haste in
Philadelphia city troop encircled their New Yf>rk. and couriers and orders
commen
rear.
stopped,
The helpless
streamed over the frozen roads, and
pletely bewili'.ered. huddled together in Lord Cornwallis himself galloped at
a confused mass.
Washington, seeing full
speed for Princeton. The calcuimperfectly and thinking they were lations of a certain number of his majforming again, ordered the guns from
esty's faithful troops were to be rudeForest's battery, which had been loadly disturbed, and the comfortable quarbe
ed with canister, to
discharged upon
ters In which they had ensconced themthem at once.
selves were to be vacated forthwith.
"Sir, they have struck!" cried SeyConcentration, aggregation, synthesis,
mour the keen eyed, preventing the
were the words, and this time the reasmen from tiring.
sembled army was not to disintegrate
"Struck!" cried the general in surinto winter quarters until this pestilent
prise.
Mr. Washington was attended to. and
"Yes, sir. Their colors are down."
attended to so effectually that they
Washington,
"So they are," said
could enjoy the enforced hospitality
clasping his hands and raising his eyes of the surly but substantial Jersey men
his
to
to heaven. Then, putting spurs
through the long winter nights undlshorse, he galloped over toward the turbinl.
The tiring had ceased in every
uien.
For his part, Mr. Washington, having
direction, and the day was his own.
tasted success, the first real brilliant
The three regiments were surrendering
offensive success of the campaign, was
at discretion, two to him ami the other
quite willing to be attended to. In
Wilkinson
As
to Lord Stirling.
Major
fact, in a manner which in another sex
division
galloped up from the lower
might be called coquettish, lie seemed
for instructions Colonel Haiti, pale and
to court attention.
Having successfulbleeding and supported by two serly attacked with his frostbitten, ragged
geants. presented his sword, which
regiments a detachment, he was now
Washington courteously declined to re- to
demonstrate to the world that not
ceive. The general then gave orders
even the presence of an army could
should
assistance
care
and
that every
him.
be afforded the unfortunate soldier, estop
Things wore not quiet on the Pennwho died the next day in a room in
sylvania side of the river either: there
Potts' tavern.
were sneli coinings and piiuj:* in New1 his is indeed a glorious uny ror our
town as that staid and conservative
country." said the general to Seymour.
Our
village had never before seen.
It was. in fact, the turning point in
two friends, the sad hearted, were l»otli
the history of the nation. The captives
busily employed. Talbot had galloped
numbered nearly 1,0(K men, with 1.1MU
over the familiar road and had electristand of arms, six'tieidpleces. twelve
fied the good people of Philadelphia
drums and four colors, including the
with his news and then lyid hastened on
gorgeous banner of the Anspi\chers.
to Baltimore to reassure the spirits of
the Von Lossburg regiment.
the frightened congress. Honest Robert
were
two
Continentals
the
Of
only
Morris was trotting around from door
killed and four wounded, while up
New Year's morning, hat
ward of a hundred of the Hessians to door upon
in hand, begging for dollars to assist
were killed aud wounded, among the
his friend Ueorge Washington and the
killed being lîahl and Von Decbow, the
cause
of liberty and the suffering
tirst and second in command. The
become as it were
whole of this brilliant affair scarcely army: and Seymour,
a soldier, und with Philip for esquire,
occupied an hour.
what he could
As none of the other divisions had n*as waiting to take
amount ever so little, back
be
the
fet.
safe
for
was
it
across,
got
scarcely
The sailor
Washington to remain on the east side to General Washington.
further leave of abof the river in the presence of the had been grunted a
naval committee at the
vastly superior forces of the enemy, sence by the
and was glad
which would be concentrated upon him general's urgent request,
should soon have
So. after giving the to learn that he
without delay.
of war
men a
lunch needed rest, securing XMiimund of the promised ship
even then making ready In
was
which
the
and
the
dead,
their booty
burying
Honest Bentley—bee.vening found the little artny, with its the Delaware.
the soldiery in spite of his
prisoners, retracing Its steps toward loved of
genuinely expressed contempt for laud
.ι·.! a a I its form.-r camping
tl'«
warriors was lending what aid he
ground.
could in .keeping up the spirits of the
Hut with what different feelings the
lu
rien and in other material ways
hungry, wornout. tattered mass of the camp. Some of the clothing, some
men marched along In the bitter night!
of the guns from the Mellish, some of
The contrast between the well clothed
the material captured from the Hesaud
their
Hessians
capand well fed
sians had gone into the hands and over
striktors was surprising but not less
the backs and upon the feet of the
ing than tllat between their going out men. But the clothed and the naked
and coming in. Little recked the frowere equally happy, for had they not
zen men of the hardships of the way.
done something at last? Aye! They had
They had shown the world that they given assurance that they were men
possessed other capabilities than facil- to be reckoned with.
ity in retreating, and no American army, however small or feeble, would
Γ
ever again be despised by any foe.
The return passage was made without incident, save that Just on the crest
of the hills leadi.^g down to the ford
the general, who was in advance
noticed u suspicious looking,
covered mound by the roadside.
Hiding up to it. one of his aids dismounted and uncovered the body of a
to
man. a Continental soldier, frozen

again,

roe and one of the men were wounded.
Another fell dead. The men hesitated.
Talbot sprang to the head of the column in obedience to the general's nod.
and they rallied, advanced on the run.
and the guns were immediately cap-

tured.

Meanwhile the tire of Stark's riflemen
could be heard at the other end of the
St. Clair's brigade held the
town.
bridge. The regiment Von Knyphausen
lost a few precious moments endeavoring to.extricate its guns, which had
become mired in the morass near the
bridge, and then charged upon St. Clair.
But it was too late. Von Dechow was
seriously wounded, and when the regiment saw itself taken in the flank by
Sargeant's brigade it retired in disor-

tain William A. Washington and Lieutenant James Monroe, instantly swept
After a scattered
down upon them.
volley, which hurt no one, they fled
precipitately back toward the village,
giving the alarm and rallying on the
main guard. iMisfcHl nearer the center
of the town, which had l>een speedily
drawn up. to the number of

The cold weapon was grasped
A little
farther on there jvas another body
asleep In the snow-another soldier!
The last was that man of the headguard who had spoken of his

tightly in the colder hand.

seventy-J

Ave men. Meanwhile Sullivan's men,
with Stark at the head, had routed the
pickets on the other road In the same
gallant style. Tills picket was composed of about fifty Hessian chasseurs

der, though
the fords.

some

few men escaped by

At this Juncture Rahl re-formed his
scattered troops in the apple orchard.
He seems to have had an idea of retreating toward Princeton at first, with
the two regiments still under his command. At any rate he also lost precious moments by hesitation. It was

and twenty Kuglish light dragoons,
under command of Lieutenant Grothausen of the chasseurs. They all fled
so precipitately that they did not stop

to alarm the brigade which they had
been stationed to protect, but rapidly
galloped down the road and. crossing
the bridge over the Assunpink. made
good their escape toward Bordentown.
Grave suspicions of cowardice attached
thereafter to their commanding olBcer.
Had Ewing performed his part in the
the bridge would have been held

plan

and the campaign
As for himself,
the world now knew him for a soldier.
And a withered old man In the palace
of the Suns Souci in Berlin, who had
himself known victories and defeat·,
who had himself stood at bay, facing a
world in arms so successfully that men

ther
was

responsibilities,

only just begun.

a

Catarrh

Hood's

I

Sarsaparilla

pursued to pursue, a reversal of conditions which pot the heavy German
veterans
ut a strange disadvantage
with their alert and active

compared

pursuers. They bad marched through
that country with a high hand, plunin
dering ami abusing its inhabitants
now
a frigutful way. and they were
being made to experience the hatred
they themselved had enkindled. The
them and
country people rose against
cut them off without mercy.
It took two days to get the troops
the ruacross on account of the lue in
And now came another difficulty.
The time of the major part of the
Americans had expired on the last day
of the year, but Washington had them
paraded and had ridden up and addressed them in a brilliant, soldierlike
fashion, and they had to a man volunteered to remain with him for six
er.

weeks longer, or as much more time as
comwas necessary to enable him to
plete ids campaign before be went inHe was at last
to winter quarters.
able to pay tlieiu their long deferred
salary out of the $.*κ).000 sent him by
liobert Morris, which Seymour and
1'albot that day had brought him. and
for their future reward he cheerfully
pledged his own vast estate, au example of self sacrifice which Greene.
Stark. Talbot. Seymour and others of

the officers who possessed property at
The men were put ill
unce emulated.
îTimmI spirits by a promise of $1·» boun
enty also, and they were ready and
tier for a fight.
Heed, attended by six young gentle
men of the Philadelphia troop, had

been sent out to reconnoiter. Γρ to
ward Princeton they had surprised a
British outpost composed of a sergeant
The sergeant
and twelve dragoons.
escaped. but the twelve dragoons, panic stricken, were capture·! after a short
resistance, and Iteed and his K.tll::iit
to
young cavaliers returned in triumph
Valuable information,
headquarters.
Cornwal·
was gained from this party,
lis had joined Grant at Princeton and.

with seven or eight thousand men. was
issembling wagons and transportation,
preparing for a dash on Trenton. Continuation of this not unexpected news
rauie by a student from the college
who bad escaped to Cadwalader and

been sent up to General Washington.
The situation of Washington was now
critical, but he took prompt measure*
Cadwalader from tli
to relieve it.
Crosswicks and Miffiin from Bordentown, with Jt.000 men: were ordered
»

forward at once. They promptly obeyed
orders and by another desperate night
inarch reached Trenton on the morning of the first day of the year.
There was heavy skirmishing all day
Cornwallis. advancing
the 2d.
an
in hot haste from Princeton with
men. was checked, and lost precious
time by a hot rille tire from the wood

the banks of the Shabbakong creek,
near the road lie followed in his advance. The skirmishers under Greene,
teconded by Hand, after doing gallart
Service and covering themselves with
glory by delaying the advance for seeon

priil hours, giving Washington ample
time to withdraw his army across the
Assuupiiik and |w>st it in a stroi'C defensive position, had retired in goad
in
order beyond the American line,
/lie skirmish Lieutenant Von Grot hailKen. he who had galloped away with
the dragons ut Trenton and had been

of cowardice ever
somewhat redeemed bis
reput:'t'on in that he had boldly rid
den down ii|m»ii the riflemen and hrd
It was late in the evenbeen killed.
ing when the advance parties crossed
the bridge over the creek and sought
safety behind the lines. Indefatigable

suspicion

under
since.

had

tîenerai hiiox una concentra un mini
Λ
of ''.innou at the bridge
it.
very prett} battery." lie called
It was dusk when tin· eager Americans waw the head of tin* British army
coining through tin· streets. Tliej* retnaliied silent while the enemy formed
and udvar.c«-d tit attack the bridge and

pieces

fords

the

in

heavy

columns

at

l

ie

The me» came on in a
solid mass for the bridge head, cheersa mi·

time.

They were met by
ing gallantly.
Knox's artillery and a steady tire from
the riflemen. Three times they crashed
wave,
on that bridge like a mighty

and three limes like a wave broken
they fell back liefore an awful storm
of tin·, (iciicral Washington himself,
sitting on his white horse, gave the orders at the bridge, and the brave enemy
The position was loo
wei% re|inlsed.
strung to be taken by direct assault
was

not

they were
Continentals, and when the British
rest.
They
were tired they had to
morwould be in better spirit on the
row.

dozen
The creek was fordahle in a

the mplaces, but Cnruwallis resisted
who
portunitics of some of his otllcers, ce.

01
to ford it and attack at
off to
Ile sent urgent messengers
men
Princeton to bring up the 2.000
hurleft there with Von Donop arid to
rear guard, six
ry up Leslie with the
miles away. When they arrived they
could turn the right think of the Amerwith
icans, and it would be all up
Washthem then. lie thought he had
that he
ington at such a disadvantage
adcould not escape, though the small
him
vantage of position might enable
even
to make a desperate resistance
witli his inferior forces.
"We will wait," he said to Erskine,
Les"until Von Iionop comes up, and
in
and then we'll bag the 'old fox'

wished

1
Huh I, su i>)>i>rLd by tien
(jamtn, presented lilt mount.

Culunel

ter·

Fired l>y the exniuple set them bj
the Continentale, the Pennsylvania
militia, under Cadwulader and Ewlng
and .Mifflin, had at lust crossed the

and Joined Urltliu's men.
Washington had followed them, and
the IMith of December found him established in new headquarters ut Trenton. A number of mounds In the fields

Delaware

covered with snow, some bitter recollections and sad stories of plumier,
with
robbery, rapine and worse, told

gnashing teeth

or

11 ? l"
•il 'veil ou, ..ι II
tu t;.·..· the ί»Μ«ί««· .li'.aln.
Indeed hold the higher carde, but the
-old fox" show.Hl lîimsflf the bette Γ

Lin.

;1··1

'

Ou the other side of the creek, in the
House of Rood Mistress iMKWott'.y.
«·«»
anxious heurte were debating.
era I
Washington had summoned a
council of war. which express.'! he
usual diversity of opinion on all subjcrts except an unwillingness to tight,
upon which, like every other council
Indeed the
of war. it was agreed.

fearful-lU.UUO seasoued,
well trained veteran
troops. ably led ami smarting with the
lute defeat and the check of the day
against :».·«*» or 0.»·»*.' wretchedly pro
vlded soldiers, three-tilths of whom
were raw militiamen who had never
heard a shot tired in anger!
Not even a leader like Washington,
and officers to second hltu like
Sullivan. Knox. St. C lair. Stephen.. tlr*hls
well

were

equipped.

Hng. Cadwalader. Sargeaut. Mercer.
Mlttiin, tteed. Stark. Hand, Clover and

and others, could overtime such a disnarity and inequality.
Cornwall!» had only to outllauk them,
them up. roll them back on
the impassable Delaware and tlieu-

crumple'

Cod help them all!
There was no disguising the critical

nature of their situation, and the armv had never before been In so desperate a position. It ne.-d.Hl "o great
skill to see the danger now to be faced,
but the mistake of Cornwall!» «ave
them a brief respite, of which they

promptly availed themselves.

Wash-

before whom it
was ever safe tr, Indulge in mistakes,
and the more difficult his position the
more dangerous he became. Ίrial, danger hazard, seemed to bring out all or
the most remarkable qualities of the
Noth ng
1Uiin lu the highest degree.
alarmed him nothing dismayed him,
nothing daunted him; the hotter the

ington

man

was not a

conflict. the more pressing the danpr.
No man on
the cooler he became,
earth was ever more ready and quick
avail himself of time and opportunionce lie had determined upon a
This campaign was
course of action.
,l,e most signal Illustration, among
many others, which his wonderful caAction, prompt, hold. dereer affords.
cislve was as the breath of life to him.
but before coming to a decision, contrary to the custom of great coin mandto

ty

generally, he usually called a council of war. which on account of his excessive modesty lie sometimes allowed
,o overrule his own better Judgment,
to the great detriment ->f the cause.
Mono he was sii|»erb. Clven equal resources. the world has not seen a general With whom he could not successIn this parttculf
ftlllv be matched.
juncture, fortunately for the country,
lie insisted upon having his own way.
There were apparently but three alternatives before I'lie council The first
was a retreat with all speed down the
river, leaving the heavy baggage and
art ill· rv. and then crossing at 1 hlla.IHphla. if they could get there lu time.
Hut this would he t.» abandon the
whole colony of New Jersey, to lose
the results of the whole campaign and
leave the enemy In tine position to begin again in the spring, and if this
er·

the end they might better have
on the west side of the river.
Kesidee. successes were vital and must
lie had.
Another retreat meant disintegration and ruin in spite of the lucky
were

stayed

stroke at Trenton.
The second alternative was a battle
where they stood, and that meant
total defeat—a thing not to be considered a moment. The army must win
r»r die: and as dying could do no good,
it had to win. A brilliant Idea, howthe commander
ever, had occurred
in chief, the man of brilliant ideas. He
communicated it to the council, where
it instantly found adherent* and objectors too. It was the third alternaA circuitous road called the
tive
road, recently surveyed and

Quaker

hut made, led In a roundabout way
frv-u the rear of the cauip toward the
Princeton road, which it entered two
Washington·
mvrs from that town.
plan was to steal silently away in the
night by this road, leaving bright files
burning to .lecelve the confident
toenemy, and press with all speed

ward rrlnceton. strike fornwallis rear
guard there at daybreak with overwhelming force, crush it before that

.'encrai could retrace his ste; s and
then make a dash for the British supIf it were
n, New Hrunswlck.
not practicable to reach that point
Washington could take a position on
the hills above Morristown. ou the
Bank of the British, and. by threatening their communications, force (he
superior army to retreat and abandon

the field or else attack the American»
ill their Intrenchmeuts lu the hills,
with a probable result even more disastrous to the attacking party than
It was a conceptlou
at Bunker Hill.
!ls simple and beautiful as it was bold,

brilliant and

(το
Su

practicable.
ΒΧ

COTTIITUIS.]

limn rl

in»

Well),

Submarine m «-Ils arc fourni lu many
•laces. Tlit» supply of drinking water
Ira un upon 1 >y the population of Hah•eiii, υιι til·· shores of t!:e 1'erslaii gulf,
•omcs from springs which have their
irigiti iu the hills of Oman, 500 uiIIhi

way anil which rise In the salt water*
)t the gulf.
Λ diver. winding a large goatskin
tiag round his left arm ami (.rasping
with one hand its mouth, takes in the
Jtlier hand a heavy stone secured by a
strong line to his boat. 1'Iunglug with

this to the Isittoin. he instantly open*
the ha κ over the rush Mm jet of fresh
water and closes it acain as he spring*
The
up in the ascending current.
stone is then hauled up, and after a
diort breathing space the diver repeat*
the process.
Thus a constant supply of fresh

water is found lu a locality as dry
ind hot as any on earth, where there
ire no land springe and where uo ralu
bills.— London Standard.

lie,
the morning!"
Λ KorulvInK Chinaman.
both sides
So, after brisk firing on
The following remarkable story apthe
down,
campiires
until night closed
"Manchuria
of the creek, pears In Mr. Whlgham's
were lighted on both sid»·#
atui Korea:" "A Cossack lu a tit of
aud the British officer went to sleep,

the drunkenness had shot a Chinaman, and
calmly confident that lie had held
several of
neces- It was uecessary to bring
winning canin and all that was
should be the men to the bedside of the dying
hand
the
that
was
sary
victim for purpose of IdentUlcatloa of
the culprit.

breaking heart by

constitutional disease.
the firesides, were all that remained
It originates in a scrofulous condition of of their strange antagonists in the
even then too late to effect a success- the blood and depends on that condition.
But the little town and the
tow·.
It often causes headache and dizziness. little valley were to be once more the
ful retreut, for \Va»i*iujtou. foreseeing
and bearing, afwas to
the possibility, had promptly sent Impairs the taste, smell
scene of war. The great game
fects the vocal orKuns, disturbs the stomach.
tbe little creek
and
Hand's Pennsylvania rillemeu along
be
again,
and
played
It is always radically
permanently
the Pennington road back of the town cured by the blood-purifying, alterative of the Assunpink was to run red unto check any move in that direction. and tonic action of
der Its Ice and between its banks.
As fast us the other brigades of{
On the 29th Washington's troops
Greene's column came up they were
to cross the river again. Two
began
the most
sent down through the streets of the This great medicine has wrought
of light dragoons were sent on
wonderful cures of all diseases depending parties
town, until Stirling, in the lead. Joined on scrofula or tbe scrofulous habit.
in advance, under Colonel Itced. assistwas
Sullivan's meu. Itahl's brigade
ed bv parties of Pennsylvania rifle·
ttooD'a Pill· iri the beat cathartic.
practically surrounded, though he did

I·

tied
precipitately, abandoning hie
heavy baggage and some of his artillery. It was a work of joy for the

vital after all so reasoned Corn will is.
The British soldiery were weary, tl.ey
and
had marched all day at a hot pace
lived in
were exhausted. They had not
for so
a chronic state of exhaustion
a thought;
It
never
«ave
that
they
long
τ he
not used to it as were

death.

had won his freedom!
For forty hours now that little band
of men had marched and fought, aud
when It reached Its camp at midnight
the whole army was exhausted. The
only man among them all who preserved his even calmness and was apparently unaffected by the hardships
of the day was the commander himself
—the Iron man. Late into the night he
dictated and wrote letters and order·,
to be dispatched in every direction in
the morning. The successful Issue of
his daring adventure entailed yet fur-

mander had been led away from bis
camp at BurlliiKton in pursuit of (JrifUrt's gallant six liundred. When be returned unsuccessful, the news from
Trenton had so alarmed him that he

Without great loss; besides, it

snow

quarters
little children at home on Christmas
day. They would wait a long time before they saw him again. He had been
by Captain Washington and Lieutenant willing to iight the whole English
Monroe, charged down upon the guns, army!
Ah. well, a sterner foe than
which the party had not had time to any who marched beneath the rod
s "uttering
volley received flag of Great Britain had grappled with
load. A
theui. Captain Washington and Mon- 1dm, and lie had been defeated-but he

The advance
the approaching force.
guard of ttte Continentale, led by Cap-

and they would have been captured
with the rest. Stark's men, followed
by the rest of 8ulllvan's division, wyre
now pushed on rapidly for the town,
and the cheers of the New England

end of the town. There

Washington stationed himself, on the
left of Forest's battery, which was itn
mediately unlimhered and opened up a

He had been, he now felt, more
ble.
than culpa! le In ncglectlng many warnings of atti !; ,πνΙ had lamentably fallid in his «:.:!>· :.s a soldier in refrainfmm taking the commonest pret surprise.
He liad recailii
fuse.! to lued the urgent representations of Voii 1 iit-how jiiuI other of his
high officers. Now ills honor was at
stake: so lie rashly made up his mind

called liim "the (iront." called this and men dispatched by Cadwalader. Tliey
the subsequent campaign the tinMt cIuuk tenaciously to the tluuks of
That unfortunate comVou Douop.
military exploit of the age!

!
,

j
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ι
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CONTINUE
Those who are gaining fleah
strength by regular treatment with

and

r*

I

to which the Chinaman responded that
since he forgave the culprit there was
Then
no reason why he should suffer.
of the punishment wa* adthe

·.

Scott's Emulsibn
η

λ λ %

should continue the treatment
in hot weathers amaller dose
and a little cool milk with It will
co away with any objection
which le attached to fatty prothe heated
ducts during

theory

season

SCOTT A BOWNE, ChwnUto,
New York·
York.
rear 1 aireti,
Street,
^ ■* Pearl
409-41»
J Λ
.11 J..
50c. and #1.00; all druggists.

The Chinaman, however,

refused absolutely to alngle out the
guilty man, saying, 'Why should he be
killed, since I must die in any case?'
Then they explained to him that tb*
man would only be severely punished,

^

J

duced as an argument-the Cossack
be
must be punished iu order that
'But,'
might not repeat the offeuse.
do It
said the Chinaman, 'he will never
I forgive
again when he knows that
him,' and there the matter ended."

ESTABLISHED 1983
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ISSUED TUESDAYS.

FORBES,

A

K4Mwi uul

Proprietor*.

GΚΟΜΟk Μ. ArWOOD.

Term· -|I W

I'OltBh*.

A. E.

year If paid etrlctly In advance
otbcrwld*· $i ùù » year. Single copl«» 4 cento.
a

ADVïKTieEMt.NT»
A U legal advertisement»
are κίτβη three connective lueertlone for #1.90
per u>ch In lenrtb of column. Special contract»
ma·le with local, transient and yearly advertl»
era.
—

Job PbUiUMO —New type, fuet prt'»»ee, ateam
power, experience·! workmen ami low price»
combine to make Hit.- ilepartiuent of our bual
u«m complete ami popular.

Coming Events.
Aug. 9.—Oxford l'omona Grange, South Water
font.

Aug. 1«.—Centennial of Incorporation of
of Andover.

town

For President:

Theodore Roosevelt,
Of New York.
Fur Vice-President :

Charles W. Fairbanks,
Of Indiana.
For Governor:
WIL1.IAM T. COBB.
Of Hock land.
For

Cougress:

CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELU,
Of Rockland.
For Senator:

JONATH AN BARTLETT, of Stoueham.
For

Judge of

Probate:
of Bethel.

ADDISON E. DERRICK.
For

Register

of Probate:

of Paris.

ALBERT 1). PARK,
For

County Treasurer:

GEO ROE Si. AT WOOD,

of Paris.

For County Attorney :
of Norway.
CHARLES P. BARNES,
For

County

Commissioner:

of Fryeburg.

DEAN A. BALLARD,
For Sheriff:

ofRuinford.

HARRIS L. ELLIOTT,
for

K«prr*rutatl\c·

to

thr

L(Kl«l«turr.

Ku in fori I,
J. II MAKTIX,

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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AT WOOD

DOINQ8 OF THE WEEK

of Rum ford.

Bockfleld.
Bethel.
and wife of Mechanic
DeCoater
J.
H.
was
Children's
there
10,
Day
Sunday,
July
On Monday evening, July 11,
Falls have been recent go este of Mr. and
was a heavy electrical ahower here, observed at the Universallst church by
and lightning struck in several places in special music, a sermon to the children Μη. I. W. Shaw.
Mrs. Ellis Mareton and son of Auburn
this vicinity. No damage was done so in the morning and a concert by the
and Mrs. Win.
far as known except in one instance. children of the Sabbath School in the have recently visited Mr.
Irish, her parents.
About half past seven a bolt of light- evening.
Elisha Pratt of Rutnford Falls has
Mrs. Warren Chase of Portland, whose
ning which appeared to come almost out
bis old
of clear sky, strnck L. F. Everett's build- native place was Bethel, has been spend- recently been in town among
has Friends and pupils.
ings at Trap Corner and had it not been ing several weeks at the "Howard,
Hazel and Dorothy, daughters of E. F.
for the prompt aid of their neighbors returned to* Portland, accompanied by
Atwood of Portland, are with their
and friends their home would have been her daughter, Mrs. Burbank.
the veteran grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Atwood.
Dr. Robert G. Wiley,
totally destroyed. It struck the ridgeMiss Fannie Hereey, assistant postnow ninetypole of the shed, tearing along until it physician of OxfordisCounty,
low master, has gone to Massachusetts on
very
it
went through seven years of age,
reported
when
the
to
barn,
got
Mollie Cole takes her place
a vacation.
the hay, setting it on tfre, and splinter- at this writing.
A large delegation from Bethel attend- [luring her abeence.
ing things up generally.
Mrs. Lizzie Vaughn, son and daughMr. and Mrs. Everett wish, through ed the centennial exercises at Gilead.
are guests of her brother, Ν. E.
the columns of this paper, to extend The day was most pleasantly spent only ter,
Morrill.
their sincere thanks to all who so kindly for the railroad wreck ^hich delayed
Misa Long, daughter of Hon. John D.
their return and very much sympathy
aided them in saving their home.
Long, is at their summer home.
Mr. aud Mrs. Nathan Brock and little was manifested for the injured men.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haskell visited
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Flint are receiving
girl are visiting relatives in this vicinity.
Mrs. Haskell's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. J. H. Tucker of South Paris, Miss congratulations upon the arrival of a
R. Crockett, Sunday.
Sue Thompson of Ruiuford, and Mrs. little daughter in their home.
Mr. L. Pratt is a guest of his sieter,
Carpenters are renovating the depot.
ti. M. D. Reed of Massachusetts, visited
West Puis.

THE OXFORD BSABS.
Paris Hill.

Flret Baptiat Church. Preaching every SunUav
T. P. 8.
M 11 A. M. Sunday School it lin.
C. E. Sunday afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening
Service at 7 *) v. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
ev«iking at ? A). Covenant Meeting the laat
VrMay before the ltt Sunday of the month at
All not otherwise connected are cor
i M r. m.
dl&lly iuvluM.
UulvKrwiltitt fburcb, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching Arvlce every Sunday at 11 a. M.
Sunday School at 12 M.

Mrs. c hartes Ε. Waterman of Mechanic
Fails is with her sister, Mrs. L. B. Merrill.
Mr. Waterman was here over Sun-

day.
Judge W. P. Potter has been appointed
by the Board of Managers of the Paris
Hill Golf Club to be Captain of the
Greens Committee during the abseuce of
Capt. Charles F. Mathewson. This committee has full charge of the grounds,

Mrs. II. M. Farwell.
at L. C. Bates' last Wednesday.
contests, etc.
Mrs. Abner West of Virginia is visitMrs. Geo. D. Robertson is tuakiug
Austin P. Stearns is making good progfrequent trips to South Taris as she is ing her sister, Mrs. Copeland.
ress iu the erection of one of the finest
Friday afternoon, from four to seven,
Mj. making arrangements to go to housesets of farm buildings in town.
in keeping the first of September. Mr. Miss Emma Clough entertained a large
Steams has built a barn 110 feet
is having his house thorough- party of friends in Kimball Park. Miss
length, an ell and is uow building a brick Kobertson and
an
very recently purchased Clough spent her girlhood here and
house on the same spot where his for- ly repaired,
Lincoln & Vanderpyle piano invitation to an "Old Maids' Party" was
mer buildings were destroyed by light- a tine new
While she will be gladly accepted. Several married ladies
for Mrs. Robertson.
ning.
in this were invited as "matrons" of the party.
Master Raymond L. Atwood is the sincerely missed by her friends
it is but right that they A very dainty lunch was eerved and all
community,
of
a
pony.
happy proprietor
of a pleas- entered into the pleasure of the party
A good number, attended the tea given should rejoice at her prospect
and pronounced it a most delightful
and happy home.
ant
John
Mrs.
and
O.
A.
Mrs.
Thayer*
by
Mrs. Frank Ford and little daughter, affair.
Piece at the golf links Saturday afterLucier's Miustrels gave a "Minstrel
have been visiting
noou and a pleasant occasion was enjoy- Irma, of Portland,
W. Show" under a large tent Saturday evened. In the approaching contest, Miss Mrs. Ford's mother, Mrs. Mary
ing. Lucier has visited Bethel for many
Helen Cole won the prize for ladies and Emery.
Mrs. S. T. White spent a couple of days years, and is always welcome.
Mr. Α. M Thome that for gentlemen.
The Universalist ladies will hold their
Mrs. Claytou K. Brooks and Mise at South Paris last week.
Mr. Thomas E. Stearns is visiting .innual fair, Aug. 3-4.
Gertrude Brooks of Cambridge, Mass.,
The Ladies' Club will hold their fair
irrived at George M. Atwood's this and calling on friends in this vicinity.
1. F. Emmons has completed repairs Aug. 11.
week.
NvXt Thursday evening eome· of
The annual sale in connection with the which he has been making on bis barn,
ilethel's "solid dignified" people will apI'niversalist church will take place on and is now reshingling his block occu
pear at Odeun Hall in a breach of prom«eery store
Thursday and Friday, July ^8th and 2yth. pied l»y P. J. Miles as a
are ise case, Plu m mer vs. Ilighty Tighty,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ilowar»1
The sale will begin Thursday afternoon
which promises to be very interesting
falls.
at 2 o'clock and continue through the spending a week at Mechanic
Rev. A. J. Parker, who is expected and amusingafternoon and evening with a miscellahere
neous entertainment during the evening. to preach for the Baptist societies
Bryant's Fond.
On Friday evening the play entitled, and at North Paris, will board this sumMrs. Carrie Mann of Athol, Mass., is
"The I.adies of Cranford,' will be giveu mer at the home of W. W. Dunham at
followed by a promeuade. Further par- North Paris. Mrs. Parker, who has just visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. T.
ticulars will be given on the bills and iu come here from California, will remain Stevens.
Mrs. Geo. Coffin and sister are visitIf those who have with him. If they continue to stay in
the local papers.
articles to contribute will kindly hand this vicinity they think of going to ing their relatives at Prince Edward
them in to Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson, Miss F. housekeeping here this winter. They Island.
Mrs. Annie Barker of Auburu is the
L. Perhain or Mrs. O. A. Thayer, they both are well educated and are returned
missionaries. The reason for their be- guest of Mrs. II. C. Berry this week.
will confer a great favor.
Walton Wymau has been stopping
The following list of books has been ing here at this time is on account of imwith his sister, Mrs. J. E. Hathaway.
idded to the library since the publica- paired health.
Mrs. Sydney Littlefield and daughter
Mrs. Mary <ί. Bradbury will have a
These
tion of the last previous list.
books are part of a donation from the special sale of millinery during this of Abington, Mass., have been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wyman.
Brookline ι Mass.) public library, secured week at very low prices.
Miss Florence Day has returned home
Mr. Frank L. Willis has finished sawby the action of Prentiss Cummiugs.
and from her school at East Hiram.
Quite a quantity more books were in- ing lumber at his Greenwood mill,
Lucier's Minstrels gave an entertaincluded, which are not yet available for is about town her»*. Mr. and Mrs. Willis
are living with their daughter, Mrs. ment iu a tent by the Grange Hall Frilending:
is
house
Emma W. Mann, and their
day evening, July 15.
Mrs. Robort Crockett entertained the
closed for the present.
\leiander,Mrs.—Blind Kate.
The.
Tniversalist Circle Wednesday afternoon
Uherton. Gertrude—Conqueror,
nebron.
Bachelier, Irving—D'ri and I.
and evening.
Italdwin, Jaues—Story ot Ro'and, Th ».
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rogers of WinMr. and Mrs. Joseph Ilibbs have reliarr, Amelia E.—Love for ail Hour.
Frlen-i with the Countersign, A. turned from a visit to friends in Norway. tlirop, Mass., are spending their sumf'.vnson. Β. Κ
Β ack. Win —Judith Shakespeare.
Miss Grace Bumpue has been spending mer vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Burnham, Clara Louise— Young Mai it and Old.
Mrs. Gerry Wing.
a few days in Poland.
uvv, Rosa N.—
Mrs. Dr. Clark and son Robert have
Aunt Diana.
At the church service Sunday mornt.lfeV Trivial Bound.
ing all were much pleased to hear the returned from a visit to Freeport. Her
Hue with a Difference.
old quartette sing—Wallace Cushman, friend, Miss Soule, returned with her.
Sir Godfrey'» Daughters.
Miss Lena Felt has fiuished her work
Only the Governess.
Harry Barrows, Arthur George and
Λ
and
Ejrerton—
'a-tl«*, «net.
Sturtevant. Mrs. J. C. Donham as stenographer at West Poland.
Pride of Jenuleo, The. Henry
Fred Hill has gone to Berlin, X. IL, to
played the orgau as she did so many
Colllngwood, Η —Congo Rover·.
work in the paper mill.
Cooper. J. Fcnlmore—Afloat and Ashore.
years for them.
• ralk, Mre
Dinah—Olive.
Elmer Bowker is working in Mann's
The very sudden death of Mrs. Fred
Cook»·. J. E Her Majestv the Oueeu.
(«urney, Sunday night, wasagreat shock mill.
Crawford, F. Marlon—With the Immortal».
had
Mrs. Martha Davis is visiting relatives
Mrs. Gurney
to all in the place.
'.'rolv, George—Tarrv Thou Till I Come.
l>avls, Richard Harding—Captain Mai kiln.
been iu poor health for some time but in Wakefield, Mass.
1 Viand, Margaret—Philip ami His Wife.
left
a
husHelen Haglund has finished work at
She
house.
was about the
liougla*. Amanda—Sydnle Adrlanre.
band and five children, the youngest Mrs. Ansel Dudley's and returned to
I»uuia-, Alexandre—LaCountesse de Ch irny.
about tive years old. Great sympathy Portland.
Doyle, A. Conan—My Friend the Munlerer.
Fuller, Anna—Peak and Prairie.
is felt for the family. The funeral WedMary Stevens and Helen Cushman
Goodwin, >1. W.—Sir Christopher.
afternoon was largely attended. have been visiting Mrs. Bertha Welch at
Green. Anna Katherine—Hand and Ring, The.
nesday
Gaboriau, Emile—Downward Path, The.
Mrs. S. P. Cushman is gaining in Kumford Palls.
ilarte, Bret—Drift fioni Two Shores.
H. P. Cole and wife were in Bethel
health.
Harland, Marion—Alone.
over Sunday visiting friends.
Hugo, Victor—ninety-three.
Mexico..
Hume, Fergus—Carbuncle Clue, The.
Georgie Bisbee is staying at her home
l.e Fanu. J. 3.—I'ncle Silas.
A. B. Taylor, now a tesident of Port- in Shelburne, X. IL, for a while.
Mille, Lucy—Alison's Adventures.
land, who moved fnun here live years
I.over, Samuel—Roy O'More.
west Sumner.
Marchmont, A. W.—Miser Hoadley's Seer· t.
ago, has recently visited relatives here4arttneau, H.—Peasant, The
Rev. E. A. Davis was here for the last
abouts.
Surrli·. Frank—Octopus. The.
Charles Roach, one of the newcomers time on July 3d. Kev. Mr. Coffin will
I'rlce, Ele snor—Angelot.
Rhys, Grace—Wooing of Sheila.
here, got severely injured at the mill till the Baptist pulpit during the sumM m rue, W. Gllmore— Kutaw.
where he was employed in Rumford, by mer.
Thomas, Caroline— Faimtngdale.
Mrs. Kuth Young of South Paris is
the dropping of caustic into his eyes. It
Trollop", I. Α.—Durnton Abbey.
Walford, L. B.—Nan.
is thought he will become totally blind. visiting her son, Mr. Frank Young, and
Werner, Ε—Saint Michael
I.amout (îrittith, b<>rn in Dixfield, now family, for several weeks.
•Vharton. Edith—Valley of Decision.
Kev. C. A. Hayden of Augusta will
a resident of Penobscot County, is at
Wllklus, Mary E.—Jane Field.
The.
Wl-|er, >wen—Virginian,
Dixtield after an absence ot forty-six preach at the Universalist church on
Wood. Mrs Henry —East Lynne.
July 24 and 3!, at 11 o'clock A. M.
years.
Woods, Caroline—Woman Γη Prison.
Mrs. I. W. Home was recently called
Mrs. B. F. Virgin, Jr., is spending a
CHIL1>KE>"S BOOKS.
few days with her brother,
George to Berlin, X. H., by the serious illness of
—At Agtncourt.
her husband's father.
Brown, in Hartford.
\ndrew-, Jane—
< inly a Year and What It Brought.
There was a very interesting game of
Among last week's callers were Chas.
Vsptnwult, Alice—"short Stories for Short People. Abbott from Humford and his brother base ball here on
Wednesday, July 13,
Badlam, Anna B.—Stories of Child Life.
between Redding nine and Summer
Brooks, ΕI bridge—Century Book for Children. Walter from Boston.
Brooke. Elbrldire—
Ε. Κ Stevens and wife reached home Volunteers; umpire, S. G.
Barrett;
True Story of llenjam'n Frauklln, The.
Saturday after a ten days' outing around scorer, L. H. Bisbee. The Sumner nine
ainbrldtre. Ada—My Guardian.
was
victorious.
of
the
head
Walter
the
waters
Crane,
compile·! by]
Androscoggin.
Bluebeard picture book,
Miss Harriet
Walter M. Wood and·S. E. Worthley
Woodbury of South
rane. Waiter, compiled by!—
Litchfield is visiting her friends, Mrs.
to
have
moved
Augusta.
Goody Two' Shoes picture book,
Thaxter Small has moved to Water- MacDouald and Mrs. Packard, this week.
rane, Walter [compiled by[
Red Riding Hood picture book. ville.
Twelve or fifteen of our young people
Coo lid ge, Susan—Ju<t sixteen.
tenements
vacated by
these attended Lucier's minstrel show at
The
MischlePs Thanksgiving.
Nine Little Goslings.
parties have beeu tilled by other families. Bucktield, Tuesday. The entertainWhat Katy Did.
ment was excellent as usual and all were
Clu \ U E.—Mabel's Prln-e Wonderful.
Brownfield.
well repaid for going.
Kllot, H R.—Laura's Holidays.
Mr. W. II. MacDonald, proprietor of
Emery, Mubel S.— When We were LUtle.
The ladies of the Uuiversalist circle
Green, Homer—Blind Brother, The.
the Stoddard House, Farmington, visitgave an entertainment and supper iu
Henly, G Λ.—
ed his son and family at Mr. G. II.
Memorial Hall Wednesday evening.
Friends Though Divide·!.
Held Fast for England.
G. S. and J. F. Blake, from Ulysses, Packard's the first of the week. His son,
Under Wellington's Commaud.
Kan., are visiting relatives in this town. Mr. Howard MacDonald, returned with
With Kitchener in Soudan.
Mr. Brown, au old soldier, who has not him for a short stay in Farmington.
Jacksou. Helen Hunt—Mammy Tlttleback.
II. A. Proctor has been painting in
Jak"—Professor Johnny.
been in town for 50 years, is visit.ing old
King. Capt. Charles—Kitty's Con.ju^st.
Paris during the past week.
friends in town.
Long, AndrewMiss Dot Heald still remains quite ill,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Howe have a house
Golden Fairy Book.
but it is hoped she will soon be gaining.
Green Fairy'Book.
full of city visitors.
Red Fairy Book.
Miss Grace Farrar is better and it is
Mr. F. Pond of Augusta is in town in
Lincoln, Je&ule Gouldbehalf of the Norway Relief, I. <>. O. F. thought she may soon fully recover.
Genuine Girl, A.
Mariorle'ti tj'iest.
Farmers are rushing through their
East Sumner.
May, Sophie—
haying.
Doctor's Daughter.
Quite a party from the vicinity proMr. and Mrs. J. M. Linscott are spendDotty Dimple's Flyav
Sister Susie
ing their vacation among friends in pose going to Old Orchard for a stay of
Meade. J. T.a week or two, having secured a cottage
Massachusetts.
Polly.
Miss Ilattie Johuson is visiting her for that purpose.
Mother Goose Rhymes.
Mr. Lovell Irish and family of SomerOptl··, Oliver, [ W. T. Adams]—
brother, Frank, in this village.
Desk and Debt.
ville, Mass., have arrived and are stopPicnic Parte, The
East Waterford.
ping with his sister, Mrs. Rebecca
Haste and Waste.
< 'tis, James
Braganza Diamond, The
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovejov of Boston Russell.
>t'Dea. James—Jlngleman Jack.
H. C. Field of Exoter, Ν. II., was reare spending a fortuight at (i. A. Miller's.
Paul), Mlunle F
Maude Miller is at the Flat working cently in the place and made a few hasty
Ruby at School.
Ruby's Γ pa and Dowus.
for Mrs. A. B. Wilkins through the sum- calls on old friends.
Parker F. H.—Playtime and Seedtime.
Landlord MacDonald of the Stoddard
mer season.
Pratt. Mara L
America's Story of America's Children.
Bertha Miller is at North Bridgton at House, Farmington, was in town over
Pyle, Howard—Garden Behln<i the Moon.
Sunday, the 10th inst, as the guest of
Mrs. Nellie Libby's.
Paulsson, Emilie—Sursery Stories.
Mrs. Georgie Burgess is in Portland his son, II. A. MacDonald, who is temHisrom.
porarily supplying the Congregational
for a few weeks.
Fink", JohnMrs. Lucius Turple is at Norway a pulpit, to the acceptance of the people
New France and Xew England.
He is a forceful and interestMississippi Valley In the Civil I part of the time caring for her mother, generally.
War, The.
ing speaker and is much admired.
Mrs. Jason M air, who is ill.
War of Independence, The.
Miss Nellie Ilibbard of Gorham is in
Annie Jenne of South Paris lias been
Gibbons, Ed war·!—Rome.
town on a brief visit.
spending a few days with friends in the
KSSAl'S.
Very few summer visitors have arrivplace.
Burroughs, JohnIndoor Studies.
Mrs. Ilattie Green is the guest of her ed as yot.
Light of l>av. The.
cousin, Mrs. C. H. Pride.
Literary Values.
Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry 0. Rolfe have
Rlverby.
Mr. Jeremiah Verrill and wife from
returned from Rumford.
JIlOURAPtlY.
Mrs. Helen Crocker has returned to Florida, former residents, are here for
Burroughs, John—
the summer. Mr. Verrill has bought a
her daughter's at Locke's Mills.
VVhitman, A Stu>ly, I Walt Whitman.
Pepys, Samuel—Diary of.
Will McGowan of Berlin, Ν. II., is in place in Brooklyn, Fla., and will return
town to sell the grass on his farm. His there in September.
wife and two children accompanied him.
Harry Hayes and wife of Baltimore,
Stow.
Charles Gammon has gone to West- and Mrs. Krnest Hall and little daughter
The showers for the past few days
of Augueta are visiting their parents,
brook to work baying.
have put the haymakers hack in getting
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Hayes.
their hay.
Robbie and Stella Walker of Portland
East Hebron.
Charles Walker from Jackson, Ν. H.,
are visiting relatives here.
Haying keeps the farmers busy. This
visited his parents for a few days. He
Heloiee £. Horsey embarked for
Miss
has returned to his work at the Mt. week the business commenced in earnest.
Europe
July 8th.
Howard
and
two
chilHerbert
Mrs.
Washington House.
Miss Edith Hughes of Massachusetts
are visiting her
Milwaukee
from
dren
Mrs. John Cleaves and grandson are
and old associates in this is visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Elden.
visitiug her mother, Mrs. Martha Bar- relatives
Miss Ethel Cook is at Prent's Landing
vicinity. Her old home is now occupied
rows.
during the vacation.
Mrs. Nellie Shauau, of Old Orchard, is by strangers and her father passed
Mrs. Linwood Keene is quite sick.
with many old friends.
visitiug her mother and family, Mrs. away
Mrs. tirant Ilodder (Eugene Record)
Otis Eastman.
East Brownfield.
Ethel Guptill is working for W. II. with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Dow, and
Mr. John Manson and wife of Ossipee,
babe from Lynn arrived Monday, hoping
Farriugton.
Ν. II., are visiting at L. R. Giles1.
(
may improve Mrs. Dow's
Mrs. Alfred Katon had a shock July a change
The Red Men gave a supper to memas she is very feeble.
health
:]d; is improving slowly. She and her
last
at
hall
evenbers
their
Wednesday
Miss Mary Warren is gaining slowly.
daughter came to Mrs. Clay's to spend
ing.
the Fourth and she was taken with a Her sister, Mrs. Fuller, and her hueband
Isabel
Miss
Stickney with a party of
shock and has been unable to be moved Dea. Fuller, are having a sickly time of friends took the
Songo trip the 0th.
late.
to her home at Fryeburg.
Minnie McLucas Plummer of Portland
Insects are busy on potatoes and reSchool closed in District No. 2 Saturvisiting at her father's.
daily care. Corn has started well is The
day, the Vth. A very successful term quire
W. C. T. U. held its regular meetthe past week. Peas are on the bill of
was reported, Miss Eda Bickford being
ing the ninth.
fare and new potatoes.
teacher.
Mrs. Kerr and children of MassachuStrawberries are gone but raspberries
Mr. Benjamin Durgin and daughter
setts are at Mrs. A. F. Johnson's.
visited his sister, Mrs. Martha Barrows, take their place.
Lillie Gerry is at F. R. Bradbury's.
Henry Whitman and Guy are haying
last week.
Bert Giles spent a few days at home
Alice Emerson has gone down to Wes- for L. R. Hodsdon, having finished cutrecently.
Fuller's
ley Mc Keen's to stop a few days with ting Dea. Verrill upland.
is working for Baker
Charles
the son who is on the sick list.
(Ulead.
—

Fart?·, BuckUeld and Milton Plantation,
of ParK
WALTER L. CRAY,
Norway, < »xford and Hebron,
EDWARD Κ WITT.

of

Norway

Peru and

Canton, Hartford, Suiuner,
Mexico,
of Dlxlleld.
!.!.,

Dix Held,

l. KO KG Κ I.. M KKItl

Greenwood, Albany, Stoueham,
Stow, Sweden, Waterford and Denmark,
of Wowtatoefc.
GEUKGK L. t ι mimas,
Woodstock,

NK\>

A DV KRT1SKM Κ NTS.

A Ik-ration Hale.
Toilet Supplies.
Suit <
Ac.
For Hot Weather.
Ad UiM Pair of Trousers.
I.aille*' Furtdshlug House.
New W. 1. Dougla* Shoes for Men
lue Crumb Trmy an·! Brush.

"They Say."

Démocratie State Convention.
convention at
Hon.
» vrus W. Davis of Waterville for governSamuel W. Gould of Skowkegan,
or.
who was the nominee in 190ίί, was willing to receive a second nomination, but
received ouly *0 votes against oT7 for
Davis. Mr. Davis has been the leader of
the Democratic minority in the Maine
House of Representatives, and is quite a
popular man as well «as possessed of considerable wealth.
The resolutions endorse the national
Democratic
platform; demand "an
honest and economical administration
of public affairs in the state" and "a
readjustment of out laws relating to taxation so that all property in the state
shall share the burdens of government
equally"; favor the enforcement of all
laws, but a resubmission of the prohibitory amendmeut: and pronounce in
favor of a revision of the tish and game
laws, direct aid to towns in building
state roads, and election of I'nited States
A resolution
senators by popular vote.
favoring nine hours as a legal work-day
was submitted to the convention, but
«as defeated.
Λ motion to omit the resubmission plank was mad? and supported. but was strongly defeated.
The Democratic state

Waterville

ou

Thursday nominated

Buckfield Grange.
Hucktield Grange was organized at
\ezinscot Hall Thursday evening, July
14, by the State Secretary, Ε. H. Libby,
with 71 charter members. Others signed
the call who are awaiting a demit.
The National Grange was represented by
Polive members. State by a dozen.
mona bv two.
Master—lleury l'arsou».
Overseer—A M. Llhbv
Lecturer—Miss Saille Thorn.
Steward— W. A.Turner.
A est steward—J W. Allen.
Clutplalu—J. Κ t'ackarl.
Treasurer— Vlelbert Pansons.
Secretary—J. E. Moore.
Hat»· Keeper— F. M Cooper, Jr.
teres—Mre. Henry Parsou*.
Hoinooa— Mrs. A. W. Libby.
Flora— Μ γη. W A Turner
Assistant Stewar-I—Mrs. F. W. Allen.

Grange.

Grand Trunk.

A bail smash-up, which fortunately
did not result in any loss of life, occurred
the Grand Trunk Thursday afteron
The afternoon east-bound exnoon.
press, when about a mile above Gorham,
Ν. II., and runniug at high speed, was
ditched by the breaking of a journal.
The engine did not leave the road bed,
but the tender, mail car, baggage car
and smoker were overturned and thrown
down the enbankment, aud the passenger cars were piled up some but stayed
on the road bed.
The worst injury was to the mail clerk,
McCrillis of Portland, who was badly
He was taken home
cut aud bruised.
aud is expected to recover.
Kxpress
Messenger Cross, of Richmond, P. Q.,
was shaken up so as to make it necessary
to lie off for a while. Conductor Delaney had some ribs broken. Two or
three of the passengers were slightly
hurt. That no one was killed seems almost marvelous, in view of the character
of the wreck and the high speed of the
train.
Oxford Pomona Orange.

Time, 2d Tuesday in August.

Bear Mt

Grange.

Programme:

Opening grange lo tith ilegree.

Place,

Routine work.
Conferring 5th ilegree.
Woman'* half hour. Topic, What are require»!
as the outalde attraction· of an Ideal home
opened by Slitter Flora Stearns, followed by
ducuMlon.
Song—Norway Orange.
IntennlMloo.
y.

—

—

—

The officers were installed by W. II.
Kastman of 1'nion Grange, East Sumner,
in a very easy ami efficient manner, assisted by II. I). Irish and daughter
Mabel of Turner Grange.
Voted to invite Oxford Pomona to
meet with Uucktield Grange in August.
When the state secretary in looking
audience stated that he was
over the
"de-lighted" with the outlook, that it
must be the cream of the town, C. II.
Prince avers that the secretary's eyes
were riveted on him—he of Mountain

Accident on the

—

—

_

PhiMips through baying.
John Freeman is working

Denmark.

for E. Allen.

Wilson's Mills.

*.

Mr. C. H. Mclntire is reported as very
sick.
The ringing of the church bells at
Keadlug—
Orange.
Paper—Part·
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray are visiting midnight here was the signal for a genSong—Hebron Orange.
eral fusillade of rendrock and all the
friends in Bangor and vicinity.
Heading— Alk* Hamlin.
Mr. Bert A. Libby of Cumberland imall arms from rides to revolvers which
Beading-Mr·. C. Ρ Rlgge.
Paper—Round Mt. Orange.
Mills has been here a few days repairing iras kept up the rest of the night, and so
Beading— Ida Abbott.
and tuning pianos and organe.
)egan the Fourth. A parade of antiques
Talk by Rev J■ B. Howard.
The mountain blueberries are coming : ind hosribles got out at 8 A. M., headed
Paper—Crooked River Orange
Song by Winifred M. Kendall an· Ι Κ the I M. in nice and fine, and bushels are picked >y Uncle Sam in costume, while Uncle
Monroe.
1 krion and his steer brought up the rear
Vueatlon: What are the beat crop· for the every day.
Mr. Hapgood of Portland, proprietor tnd was quite a feature of the parade,
farm, and why? Chae. Kdwarda, followed by
dUcuitiiuo.
of Portland Creamery, was in town a k dance board was built by Aziscoos
Hon. C. H. Prtnc·.
few days ago, making the trip from : < irrange and refreshments served. Music
M utile by Bear Mt. Onui*e.
: 1 >j Granite band, Berlin, six pieces.
Portland in his auto.
S. ■. JacaaoM, Secretary.
Music.
West Parla Orange.
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Mr. Arthur Lary and family of Jersey
home at Mrs. D. C.

City came to her
Lary's, Sunday.

Brainard A. Rowe of Norwood, Mass.,
is the guest of B. S. Burbank.
Miss Lisbeth Murphy closed her school

Friday.

Mr. W. W. Rowe and family of Winchester, Mass., was stopping with his
friends in town.
The society of the Mountain Rills
meets with Mrs. S. M. Moore, Jnly the

21st in the afternoon.
Mrs. Herbert Cole is quite ill.
Sliphalet Wight of Lynn, Mass., Is
■topping with friends in town.

i——

Circus Excursions.

Albany.

Haying and hoping are, both on, and
which interests the farmers
a connndrnm, but I think most of

farmers are attending to both.
Miss Grace Farwell from West Bethel
closed a very successful term of school
here at the Corner with appropriate exercises. Through her efforts the chil-

veteran, was selected to hoist Old Glory
to the breeze. Each pupil had some
part and played it finely. Their little
epeeches were a credit to themselves
and teacher. Mr. Thompson, who te
supplying at the church for the summer
aûd gave the children a tine
was

present

talk about the flag.
Herbert I. Bean has gone to Lewlston
to look for a situation. His wife and
children will remain with his father, Δ.

guest of Laura Z. Dean.

spending

parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Spaulding.
Benj. Spaulding has returned from
Caribou, where he has been to visit his
brother, Wm. C.
Lewis Dunham of Boston is visiting

his mother.
Carroll Kicker and lady of Boston are
visiting relatives here.'
Ike Shaw and wife have returned from

Florida.

Mrs. C. S. Childs returned Thursfrom visiting friends at Caribou.
As Lucier's Minstrels were parading,
my old friend, Willard Mason, and I

day

sitting on a dry goods box discussing music, ancient and modern. After
the shower had passed he sang one of
the old favorites of fifty years ago, of
those 1 "de-lighted" to bear when tunee
were in vogue.
Considering his age he
were

did well. He was counted a fine singer
in his younger days. He was allied to
the Masons, who were noted for their
musical talent. Speaking of an offer he
had to travel, I asked why he did not
avail himself of the opportunity of going
on the etage and reveling with wine and
women, and "raise the Devil." "That's
it," he replied, "I knew 1 should and
wouldn't risk it." So he settled down
to the hum-drum of a farmer's life.
A paper is being circulated to buy
suits for base ball boys. What next?
Geo. M. Atwood and two ladies were
in town Thursday, from Paris.
For whom it may concern. I like the
birds and enjoy their companionship
when at work, but not so much when
they despoil my crops. A man with a
team and brawn to spare may raise
enough to spare the birds a portion, but
not so for the man with nothing but a
hoe. But it is the rule that the weak
must suffer.
Previously the robins would not
alight on the strawberry beds where they
run together for fear of cats, but eince
the society for the extermination of cats
was orgauized the robin has no fear.
Stringing a kite line about twenty rods
to the farther end of my lot, attached to
limber poles, with rags, red, white and
blue, also sleigh bells, I can step to the
door and give it a shake, and in this way
am saving my peas from the oriole and
grosbeak, but the robin is more persistabove
ent. Another feature of the
device, it greatly amuses the neighbors,
as they sometimes hear the bells at 4
o'clock in the morning.

Greenwood.
week past the hay weather has

For a
been fully au average, and a large
amount of hay has been secured; several thunder showers have passed over,
and Wednesday opened with rain so that
the boys went fishing. One day last
week the lightning struck a cypress tree

standing near Edward Herrick's house,
doing no great injury, then entered the
house, knocked Mr. Herrick off the bed

which he was resting, and burned a
little boy's leg so as to raise a blister.
The bolt was light or the datuage would
have been much greater.
The most interesting visit made here
during the week was that of a tramp,
who slept on the new hay in the barn by
his own preference, and after giving up
his matches, pipe and tobacco. In the
morning he came into the bouse, and
after going through the process of ablution and taking a square meal he settled down to a good comfortable smoke,
[le gave his name as Peter Harte, born
in Ireland 71 years ago; came to this
country about 1870, landing in New
York, where he worked carpentering for
five years; since which he seems to have
been everywhere in general, and noHe claimed to be
where in particular.
born in that section of the old country
where only the English language is used;
though his was so broken as to make
conversation a somewhat difficult matter.
on
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FORKPAUGH

SELLS' GREAT SHOW.

An Odd Pair of Trousers

present indications this city and
community will be practically depopulatdren raised the money and purchased a ed on Friday, Julv 22d, the date when
nice flag 4 * 0 feet, which was raised the great Adam Forepaugh and Sells
that day. 'The most of the residents of Brothers' Enormous Shows united will
the school district were present and exhibit at Lewiston. Scores of local
everything passed off like clockwork, as people have expressed their intention of
the old saying goes. A. G. Bean, m old grasping this unusual opportunity to see

G Bean
Several went from here to Gilead to
the centennial and report a big time and
has
F. Elian Keniston of South Paris
thoy could
recently been in town drumming trade. a bountiful dinner, and wish
Mrs. Virgil Cole has sweet peas four live to see and attend their next.
feet high, from which she picked a
North Paris.
bouquet July 12.
Children's Day was observed July 10,
Misses Rilla and Lida Spaulding are
their at the Methodist chapel.
their vacation with
Miss Alta E. Strout of Portland is a

OPPORTUNITY

L'NUSUAL

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwards visited

From

t

give variety

will

Trousers

them,

longer when you alternate in wearing
really a saving to have one or more odd

wear

it'·

so

We have

pairs.

trousers,

stylish

polar

bears ever seen
in one collection, fourteen full-grown
Arctic beauties. All lines of travel will
offer specially low rates, and the day
will prove the biggest holiday of the

·*·$2.οο, 3
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50,

We aim to be

Come

to

BRUSHES, HAIR BRUSHES,
SPONGES, TALCUM POWDERS,

for TOOTH

us

SOAPS,

COMBS,

TOOTH POWDERS, FACE CREAMS, FACE POWDERS.
ETC. You will find what you want, and the prices will be rea
sonable. Try our "Rose Almond Cream" only 25c. per bottle.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

Cottage," Rangeley Lake, Tuesday morning. lie was fishing from the wharf and

"They say"
the coolest

in some way fell in and was drowned,
lie was about seven years old. Mr. Ellis
.is a native of Rangeley, and was here on
a visit to his father, W. II. Ellis.

After a trial extending over a week at
Before leaving he inquired our name,
but whether for the purpose of recom- Alfred, Dr. Charles A. Eastman of Old
mending us to the Virgin Mary for our Orchard and Boston was on Tuesday
kindness toward him, or for the benefit found guilty of manslaughter in causing
of some traveling companion, is not so the death of Miss Edith Mclntyre of

clear. Last of all he handed us a piece Boothbay narbor by a criminal operaAn appeal
of money from bis vest pocket, on exam- tion some months since.
ining which it was found to be one of was at once tiled, and bail was given in
Uncle Sam's quarters, bearing the date the sum of $0000.
of 1802, and containing the motto, "In
The Sunday drownings in Maine on
God we trust." The money was given the 10th inst. are as follows: At Camback with the remark that he was welden, Mamie Barker, aged 23, of Camden,
come to his breakfast, which favor he and Robert
Young, aged 19, of Waldo·
seemed to appreciate. Mr. Peter Harte boro; capsizing of boat.
At Bangor,
said he never was married; aud if well Lawrence
Hodge, 11 years old; fell off
dressed and trimmed up he would have the wharf. At Old Town, Wellington
been rather a good looking man; beside
Grady and Joe L. Donahue, aged 1'* and
which he could read and write, and 13: drowned while bathing.
seemed too much of a man to be living
the life of a vagrant.
CURED OF CHRONIC DIARRHŒA
Florence Bryant is now visiting in the
AFTER TEN YEARS OF SUFFERneighborhood, and recently she and ING.
Mrs. Newton Bryant made a pleasant
call at the Bennett place. The late Dea.
"I wish to say a few words in praise
Christopher Bryant married a Miss of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Abbott for his second wife and two Diarrhoea Remedy,'1 says Mrs. Mattie
daughters were born to them, Florence Burge, of Martinsville, Va. "I suffered
being the oldest was never married. from chronic diarrhœa for ten years and
Her sister, Elizabeth, married, settled in during that time tried various medicines
Adams, Mass., and has had eight chil- without obtaining any permanent relief.
dren, five of whom are living, and all Last summer one of my chBdren was
taken with cholera morbus, and I proboys.
B. F. Russell's letter, as printed in the cured a bottle of this remedy. Only two
Democrat last week, made some very doses were required to give her entire reinteresting reading for my wife, who lief. I then decided to try the medicine
kuew the whole family half a century myself, and did not use ail of one bottle
ago, then numbering up into the teens. before I was well and I have never since
When Mr. Russell moved to Missouri he been troubled with that complaint. One
sold his farm to J. O. Rich, who sub- cannot say too much in f >vor of that
sequently moved to Bethel, and it is now wonderful medicine." This remedy is
occupied by Michael Harrington. One for sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
of the daughters married Emerson Bil- Jones drug store, Oxford; Noyes drug
lings and lives in Woodstock.
store, Norway.
But my surprise, on reading Mr.
Cusbman'e letter, was to learn that the
When Pawnee Bill's Wild West show
I was loading on the cars after showing in
widow James Kilbrith is still living.
remember that lady very distinctly for Portland, Robert Ryan, 32 years of age,
reasons which I may disclose later on; a foreman in charge of the seats, was
enough for the present to say that prob- killed. He was lying asleep under one
ably Mr. Page of West Minot remembers of the heavy wagons, when the team was
her as distinctly as myself.
attached and the wagon was started.
That newly married couple, Mr. and The wheel passed over and crushed his
Mrs. Whitman, are to have their recep- chest and he died almost instantly. An
tion Saturday evening.
employe of Welsh Bros.' circus was killed In an exactly similar way a few days
earlier in Lewieton.
North Buckfield.
Grace Bicknell of Norway is visiting CHAMBERLAIN'S COLIC, CHOLERA
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
AND DIARRHŒA REMEDY.
James F. Bicknell.
This remedy is certain to be needed in
Ellery Farrar, of Massachusetts, was
at bis father's, Jefferson Farrar's, last almost every home before the summer
depended upon
week, to see a sick daughter, who is now is over. It can always be and
even in the most severe
dangerous
improving slowly.
Mrs. Adeline Stetson has been a guest cases. It is especially valuable for sumof B. F. Heald and family the past week. mer disorders in children. It is pleasant
I see by your Buckfield correspondent to take and never fails to give prompt
that Mountain Grange has loet its iden- relief. Why not buy It now? It may
For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
tity at the village. No cause assigned. save life.
The cause was because the heathens of South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
North Buckfield were more liberal with Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
the Grangers than the good people of

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
the lower village.
Charles H. Rowe has moved to Archie with Local Applications, as they cannot reach

the teat of the (liteau. Catarrh U i blood or
Curtis'.
constitutional disease, and In order to ourelt
Mrs. KingR. Buck ofWelleeley Farms,
Hall's Camuet take Internal remedies.
yon
and
friends
in
relatives
is
Core Is taken Internally and acts directly
tarrh
Mass.,
visiting
on the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Caour vioinity.
tarrh Care Is not a quack medicine. It was preSheriff Tucker of South Paris was in scribed
by one of the best physicians In this
our place the 10th.
country for years, and la a regular prescription.
It la
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A

If You Are
:

get

a
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any.

Try

time.

BROOKS—The

can

Housekeeper,

a

fit most any kind of

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

112-12.

Douglas

Shoes for Men.
There has
had

we

are

never

been

a

shoes

Douglas

last

a

continually adding
Among

the

new

very handsome number.

style

over

the

arrivals is

Philadelphia last,

very

over

Another

of choice Enamel Leather.

stylish

a

the

one

style

new

is

blucher

a

Malt calf top,

made

and durable.

agen's for the Douglas shoes for this locality.

F. PLUMMER, SSSL·.

J.

the

to this fa-

line and have about reached the

lace

Sole

present.

as at

Russia Calf Blucher Oxford made
:

time when

handsome and desirable

as

in

styles

can

it.

31 Market

Pharmacist.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone Ι0β·3.

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

Soap-Making
with

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cola
lbs. of grease, pour the
water, melt
and put
Lye water in the grease. Stir
aside to set
Pull Directions

on

The Peno Chemical

Work·, Philadelphie
Boston,,

Charte· kLliurûiun & Co.,

In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
BBRZiXN AND

OORBAM,

for Infants and Children.

Tlo Kind You Hare Alwajs Bought

SUMMER
SNAPS."

A

For Price and Particulars addrets,

CASTORIA

"STROUT'S

T™

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

Every Pickif*

Banner L.ye is pulverized. The can
at will, per·
may be opened and closed
at a
mitting the use of a small quantity in
It is just the article needed
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marl le and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe·
Write for booklet "Uses of Jiann0

Lye"—free.

Bears the

CASTORIA for Infants and Children,
The Kind ïou Han Always Bought

Easy and Quick!

Ν.

?,ears the
*

la an Illustrated booklet, just out, describing ISO big bargain· In New England's Mon

ey-Maklng Farm·.

It will be malleil FREE.

A few on easy terme wltb stock, toolx ami
growing crops Included to settle estate»

SALE

quickly.

If you want a quick sale write us for our
FREE description blanks.
We require no payment In advance.
We use our own money to advertise your

property.

More than 400 salee in Maine alone, since
1001 to men from '20 states It our guarantee to
you that our methods are right.
D. M. French, Norway; w. O. Frothingbam, South Paris; E. O. Allen, Hlram; Local

Agents.

E. A. STROUT,

I no Nsusn tit., New York City,
Trcmont Tempi·, Boston, Ms··
Kent'· Hill, Maine.

7%·,

All Hats at cost at

our

store.
Now is the time to

or
or

PARKER'S
bined with the beat blood purifiers, acting direct
Orafton.
HAIR BALSAM
ly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect comb!·
Clonics and beautifies the hair.
A. M. Otis, who has employment at nation of the two ingredients Is what produces I
mmoM a loxuriant fruwlh.
such wonderful résulta In coring Catarrh. Send [
Never Tall· to Be· to re Qnj
Rangeley, has recently been at home on a for testimoniale, free.
Hair to its Toothful Color.
r. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
Clins (ealp diMsaes ft hair falling.
8old by all Druggists. Price 75c.
J0c.andtlju0at Drugiit»
Otis.
Hall's Family PI Us an the beat.
Our school closed on
Mrs. Floyd Searles and two cnildren
NOTICE.
This will Interest Vothm.
ire visiting at her father's, A. F. Brooks'.
Sweet Powders for Children, I WHEREAS my wife, Mary Elinor, without
Mother
Gray's
Mr. and Mrs. Oland Brooks of Boston Cue Feverishneaa, Bad Stomsch, Summer Bowel lust canee or provocation has left my bed And
ire here on a few weeks' visit to his Troubles, Teething Disorders, move and regulate board, I hereby notify all person· that I will no
the Bowels and Destroy Worms. They neverfail. longer be responsible for debt· contracted by
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Brooke.
Over 80,000 testimonials. At aU druggists, Wo. lier.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens of Mexico were
LEO R. MAR8TON.
Address Allen S. Olm·
Sample mailed FREE. ^
▲adorer, Maine, June 38, 1904.
here on a visit at A. 7. Brooks'. atedfLe Boy, Ν.T.

a

secure

bargain.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

Wednesday.

reoratlj

foot.

a

MAINE.

Salesman.'

New W. L.

Five cents.

A cool breeze all

and

N. SWETT, Manager and
Telephone 112-3. Residence

limit.

equaled

•
•

specialty of easy shoes

NORWAY,

of

which is not

CO

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

front

College Ice

Walnut

*.

0HVRTLEFF

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

mous

a

Or

:

House,

For the

in

tain, where you

Λ.

F.

Nurse,

a

:

We make

We

Foun-

CO.

Or do any kind of indoor work, and want shoes
that are easy, you can find them here.

place

Soil*»

{~ IMaine·

2 Stores,

yoitf

The little son of Joshua Ellis of Massawas drowned at "Lake Point

ΗΒΓΚΊΧΕΚΚ 4L· CO.

manufactures.

leading

W. S. Howard is cutting the hay on way.
the Lizzie Keene farm.
Charles Andrews is cutting the hay
on the Mica farm.
Stevens and Smith of Milton were in
the place last week and exchanged A FAIR OFFKR MADK BY F. A. 8UURTI.KFK
horses with B. S. Austin and L·. r.
& CO. TO AM. 8CFFKRKRS FROM CAChild.
TARRH.
New potatoes and green peas are now
F. A. Shurtleff «ft Co. are selling Hyo- Ε.
on the bill of fare, both cooked.
mei on a plan that has caused considerMaine News Notes.
able talk amongst their customers.
The plan is different from that followed by other remedies, but the remedy itBurglars blew the safe in Bowdoin- self is different also. This treatment
liam post office Wednesday night, and for the euro of catarrh has such an ungot about $200 in cash and Htamps.
usual record of cures to its credit that
the
During the burning of a laundry in F. A. Shurtleff A Co. offer to refund
Portland Thursday night, a young man money if it does not give the desired
named Martel, employed as a driver by beneiit. This is certainly one of the
the Chase Transfer Co., was killed by fairest offers that can be made and any
one who has catarrh and does not take
contact with a live wire.
advantage of it is doing himself or herΛ young son of Mrs. Kdward Bnothby self an injustice.
of Kennebunk died Monday from lockI)o not suffer any longer with tickling,
jaw, caused by the explosion of a pistol smarting, burning, eye-watering troubles
which he was 11 ring the Fourth of July. that afflict those who have catarrh. IlyoHe was about IS years old.
but if you should not
mei will cure
The body of John II. Minott, a commis- find it adapted to your case, F. A. Shurtsion salesman, was found in the water leff A Co. will return your money.
of Caeco Bay near Long Island on the
10th. It is supposed to have been a case

chusetts

F. Α.

headquarters

_____

time. lie was 02 yeais of age, and a
resident of Portland.

NORWAY,

-

As you no doubt know, we make a specialty of tlir
best Perfumes, Soaps, Colognes, and Toilet Goods of the

Sburtleff

of suicide, as the man had been without
much means and despondent for some

voo.

2.00, 2.75, 3 00.

for all Fine Toilet Goods.

past.

Costs Nothing Unless Cured.

4·/}.

You if You Will Come to Us.

F. A. BHITRTLEFF * CO.

..

ladies everywhere. For sale by
friends of this place.
Master Freeborn Bean entertained a & Co., South Paris: Jones Drugstore,
few of his friends at a birthday party, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
July 13th.
Chamberlain's
take
When bilious
Miss Hose Kimball was at home over
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale by
Sunday.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, NorDickvale.

4·®"' Ί

$2.00, 2.50.

*

SOUTH FAHIfl.

...

».

of

assortment

F. H. NOYES CO.,

at A. D. Andrews' July 4.
year. The agent of these lines of travel
^
Mr. Coty is at work for W. E. Curtis. will furnish all necessary information as
AnIver Lowe is at work for A. D.
to time of trains and rates of fare. There
is one thing certain, and that is that
A man from Lewiston is at work for these excursion arrangements will enable
Ross Nevers.
people who live here to see identically
I^e Dunham was kicked by a horse the same show as seen by those who live
It is thought in the metropolitan cities.
over his right eye July 4.
he will save bis eye.
While bathing on the 9th at North
Members -of West Paris Grange are esPhilip Wilder of Norpecially desired to be present at the next Pond, Smithfield,
ridgewock was drowned. His age was
meeting, July 23d.
18 years. Wilder and a small party were
Newry.
stopping at the cottages at that place
last day, Mr.
Mr Harlan Bartlett and Miss Lena for a week. Saturday, the
were in bathing
Bailey, both of this town, were married Wilder and three girlsover
the bar and
at the residence of the parents of tno when the girls got
being unable to swim Mr. Wilder rushbride July 3d.
saved them, but
Born, July 12, to the wife of Mr. Don ed to their rescue and
on account of exhaustion he was unable
Smith, a daughter.
was drowned.
Mrs. Ada Richardson, Mrs. Eva Ord- to reach the shore and
was a graduate of the Norway and little daughter, Hester Marion, Mr. Wilder
of '04, and
of South Paris, are visiting at J. S. ridgewock High School, class
had taken an examination for college
Allen's.
of
C. O. Moore stoppai on a rusty spike a and was to enter the University
week or two ago, and the wound is a Maine in the fall.
very serious one. The doctor has dressLADY'S RECOMMENDATION
ed it several times. Though he can not ONE
now bear any weight on that foot we
SOLD FIFTY BOXES OF CHAMhope the danger from blood po<soning is
BERLAIN'S STOMACH ANI) LIVER

TABLETS.
East Bethel.
I have, I believe, sold fifty boxes of
Miss Clara Kimball has returned from Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabof one lady
Milan, Ν. H., where she has been visit- lets on the recommendation
here, who tlrst bought a box of them
ing friends.
Mr. Ben Bennett is working for C. M. abTmt a year ago. She never tires of
telling her neighbors and friends about
Kimball.
...
r>
ν
Miss Celia Estes visited at (j. k. the good qualities of these Tablets—P.
M. Shore, Druggist, Rochester, Ind.
Hastings' last week.
Miss Belle Kimball of Milan, Ν. H., is The pleasant purgative effect of these
favorite with
spending a few weeks with relatives and Tablets makes them a

exceptionally good

an

cut, good patterns, well made.

the loop on a bicycle; Cyclone, ascend- DRESS WORSTEDS,
ing perpendicularly the "Devil's ChimOUTING TROUSERS
ney;1' the Lecussons, the famous French
family of wonderful equestrians; the WORK TROUSERS,
Hungarian Magyars in singular emotional dances and wildly strenuous acrobatic
We Can Suit
performances; the renowned Aurora
ZouavoH, most marvelous drilled soldiers
in the world. Then there are over a
half hundred celebrated clowns, three
great, herds of trained elephants, the
number of

the

out

euits of which the trousers have gone the way of all
clothes.

the greatest of all American circuses,
and they will see many acts never before
presented. Just a partial list includes
Porthos, who t»n bis bicycle leaps a
chasm 50 feet wide; Diavolo, who loops

greatest

your wardrobe, and piece

to
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Master Harold Merrill is
visit ia Bowdoinham.
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Mrs. Albert D. Park spent several
of the past week at her old home
at East Sumner.

Irving R. Harriman of Bethel
is spending his vacation with his aunt,
Mrs. Β. N*. Chapman.
Rev. J. A. Harding, formerly of Norway. will occupy the pulpit at the Baptist church next Sunday.
Master

ι** meeting. VrMay evening.
>·ι sun lav, preaching »er\lce

«,

«rvlce «-very Sun ! iy al 2 S» p. m
α I 4" p. «.
Evening sinW,

»

—

of each

thirl Saturday evening*
Λ. Κ. Hall.

Kimball Kelîef Corp* MM first
«aturlay evening· of each mouth. In

Κ.

ν'

·« :

Tps· Hall.
farΝ ««rang»·, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
an·! ti.tr-1 "-aturlay, «luring the
lii
r the vear. meet* every Satupfky,
Hall.
s of
C -secou-l anJ fourth Mon. lay

<

...

»,

■

••iith.

No. ».*1,
stouy Brook Lodge,
ami fourth We«!ucs«lay eveulng»
month.
Hamlin 1.exige. No, 31, meet.- every
I'
«venlngat Pythian Hall.
w\km 1 ii en of America.—South Pari.»
Tuee
v.. Hvit.T, meet!» »econ«l and fourth
«logs In CioMen C'rot··· Hall.
No.
l&il,
Council,
Parrls
n aiiuiu
Τ »«.
*ii.: thlpl MuU'iay evenings at

v

«

Ρ

·.

λ

V

—

-l

V.
\

hute i> visiting bis brother at

<

Bridgton.

;

viaiting

Louisa J. lîritfgs is
.iml for a t>w weeks.

M

«

■

iu

I ». Williams is here from Duo-1
»t««|»j>iuii at tbe Andrews

ι»·»

notion.

V

Ortlway

\«i.i Kiehartlsoa and S.

>

are un u

:ii>: >
V» rv.

visit to relutivesio

iiertrude Hall spent a few days!
ι-* \>»*ok. the i;of Mrs.
V
r iiall.

\t

»

left Tuesday
.it. ι some weeks to her sister in
: u>, Ν. V.
Γ.

Wiu.

Mr·

M «ru>D

has got
j« .j. dation of the jail
1<«. Not much doing at
Kalis just now.

.·

:

Ruiu-j

t

Lue

»

Maes.,

and

Amy

une

Base Ball.
NOKWAY

for a

\VE>T l'A IMS.

VS

Pinkham of Somerville.
and preached from his
i- here
at the Baptist church Wednes-

Η.
w

ν

t.and
Lifts.

ir.

also

baptized

m-lay's rain caused

a

two

postpone-

Congregational Sunday
picnic. but ou Thursday tbey
Penley's Grove as planned and
I

•

the

•ved the day.

Norw k\ band resumed its weekly
s
h the >.juare Wedue<day evenauil a large crowd, including some
of Ν >rway peoplr, was out to
.t.' m tbe music.
:

■

r.
partyol Miss JuliaMiss
Sue
Thompson.
rtott. Mis*
} i.i .· W. Fobes aud Miss I.uel'.a G.
i1 ivden have gone to Camp ( onc«»rd for
tay i'f some weeks.

I

\;

.trill N. Drew of Portland was at
Mr. Drew is one
ub Paris la>t week.
t lie Republican nominees for the
islature in Portland, anil is a candidat·· for speaker of the house.
M

improvement

Vlbert \V. Walker, Mr*. Walker,
Wednes>s Mertie Walker will start
Hayes, If.
,iv 1'·γ St. Louis,
rhey will visit Mr. Hoiincy, l b
Walker's brother. Charles J. Walker, Lowell. ss
E. Shaw, c.t
lives in M. Louis, and will of course Si)
irk·», μ
t ike iu tbe exposition.
W heeler, r.f

A H.

M

4
4
4
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1111

0
17
4
2
10
·'
0
2
0
110
3
1
0
1
5
1
I»
0
2
4
0
0

2
1
1
1

4
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1
0
0

0
1
0

ο
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WEST PARIS.
AM.

4
4
3
4
3

How We ι·.
Κ Earn urn, 2-b
Kowe, r.f
Shaw, i>
J. Earnuui, l.f
I»avle, l-b..

Tbe serious illness of Mrs. James Deuuett, formerly of this place, at her home
in Saco, was noted a week or two since.
Emery, e
>he died last week, and the remains I Cole, c f
interment
for
here
were brought
Friday
Day. -,
η tbe family lot »» Riverside Cemetery.
Total»,
no
leaves
ami
of
SÎ
M>e was
age.
years
near relatives.
A very slick gentleman of uninistak,hle Hebrew lineage sold from twenty*
ιve to thirty razors from a wagon in the
iare Thursday eveuiug, at one dollar
.·
He has tbe faker's art well perb.
ted. Some of his customers, who se·
.re«l three of the razors, are said to be
.villinsjto dispose of their surplus at a
•li.scount.

Κ

1
1
0

4
4
.-..3
2
3

Cole. 3-h
At tbe meeting of the I niversalist Pike, 2 1·
the
Shaw, e
reports
,ii.sh Tuesday evening
owed the financial condition to be
Totals
vri! more favorable than was generally
u pp< >sed, and full provision was made
r meeting all current expenses for tbe

balance of the year.

|

NORWAY.

and

;

the batteries that

over

Norway has used in the previous games,
thiee base hits beiug all that West Paris
could make off Sparks' delivery. He
als<> had excellent control and fiue supmuch
port and this combination was too
for West Paris, even with the veteran
L<ob Shaw in the box for them.
Both sides were shutout until the ttd
inning. Id this inning Hayes scored the
tii*t run for Norway on his hit, stealing
second and scoring on Bonney's single.
West Paris then shut Norway out for
three more innings but Norway added
one more score in the 7th on a hit by
Wheeler followed by Cole's double. In
the^'h they added two more runs on a
hit by Uonney, a double by Lowell and
an error by Day on Sparks' hard groundThe nearest West Paris came to
er.
scoring was in the 3d iuning when after
two men were out a hit by K. Faroum
and error by Cole on the chance given
him by Howe allowed theni to get run
Shaw however was
ners on 2d and 3d.
an easy out, Pike to Bonney, and so
West Paris' only chance to score was
«•ver. and thi> was the only man on their
Folteam that (Ot as far as third base.
lowing is tiie score:

4

3
3

H II.
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0
0
0
0
ο

0
0
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0

0
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ο

1
0
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THE

0
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rmerly residents

Mr. Howard McLai» of Hyde Park,
Mass., and Miss Marv J. Merrill of South
Boston were united in marriage Wed
nesday evening, June 'Jl'th, at the hoint
of the bride. East Third St., South Bos
ton. by Rev. Mr. Dusseault of the Firsl
C ni tartan Church of Hyde Park. Tin
bride is a daughter of the late George Ε
Merrill, formerly of South Paris, an<
lia- many relatives and friends in this

j

3

■

Lester L. Whitman, who has beei
visiting his sister, Mrs. George R. Mor
ton, left Suuday morniug for California
aud will start from there on anothe
I
trans-continental automobile trip.
«ill be remembered that last year h<
l·'-sed the continent, with acouipaniou
For this trip he wil
in an Oldsmobile.
Mrs. W hitman wil
use λ Franklin.
remain with relative;· at New Glouceste
until he arrives iu the East again.
A party of about thirty ate a pictii
lunch at the Briggs tenting ground, oi
the ridge back of Highland Cottage
Thursday evening. Beans baked in th
ground, brown bread aud coffee forme
the basis of the "lunch," to which wer
added salads, cake, Ac. A good tire wa
kept goiug, and all enjoyed themselve
11 o'cloc
so wel. that it was nearly
when they broke camp. As all the part
with oue "exception were of mature yeai
ami past the frivolities of youth, ι
course it was a very quiet and sedat
time.
Jul

Commencing Friday evening,
Kith, there will be a service of Gosp<
tent meetings held at Penley s Grot
each eveuiug at T:4*> under tbe auspici
of hvangelists Auger. Smith aud Jago «
the Gordon Bible and Missionary Trait
iug School of Boston; also afternoc
meetings for Bible study aud deepeniu
of the spiritual life on Wednesda,

Thursday and Friday at 3 »·. «. Throng
the courtesy of Mr. Penley, the tent hi
been located in a delightful grove <
trees off High Street where one can ke<
cool ami enjoy the services to which a
are invited.

at

town.

Prayer

on

a

r|

White duck, crash
F. H. Noyes Co.

fancy hosiery

al

and straw hats

Are you going to have a vacatiou'
Just what you need to wear at F. H
Noyes Co.

a

selection

was

given by

were

a

solo

by

Professor

•

'It Was Summertime in Dixie Land.'
This it at present the biggest "Son, ;
Hit'·' in this country, was written b f
Edwin Kendall, and is being sung nighl
in tbi s
ly in all the principal Theatres
s
Country from Maine to California. Tbi
tremendous "hit
song has made such a
Phlladelphii ,,
in New York, Boston,
B
Chicago and San Francisco, that tb
Publishers predict a sale of over on
million copies during 1004.

great religious

Congregational

a

church

odist church,
strumental of great religious and
benefit to the place."

I

in the ninth, and then the waninj
interest recovered to the point of grea
excitement as Gilead in the last half be
Outing suits and outing trousers an * gan to pound the ball, and ran in fou
A fine line. F. II scores, the third out being made witl 1
summer comforts.
men left ou second and third, and th ?
Noyes Co.
final score being 10 to 0 in favor ο
score

of

waf

formed consisting of Melvin Farwell and
wife, Abraham Uurbank and wife,
Widow Susannah Uurbank, Uetsey Phil
brook, John Mason, jr., II. Ingalls.
Rhoda Stiles, Mary Peabody, and EphThis church
raim and Setli Wight.
sometimes through its own efforts and
sometimes in connection with Shelburne
lias had preaching most of the time
since its formation. Its regularly set
tied
pastors have been Kev. Henrj
White aud Kev. Henry Richardson. Ue
sides these Rev. Daniel Goodhue ant
others have been supplies for differen1
is a Meth
portions of the time. There been in
also, which has

Wight.

for Sheiburne, the score at the end of tlx
5 in thei
eighth inning standing 10 to
it
favor. Sheiburne added a cipher to

instrumental

verted,

Much interest was manifested in tin
J
uext feature, which was a game of bal
I
between Gilead and the winners of th< !
forenoon game. The game went rathe:
more slowly than the forenoou game
)
and seemed to be something like eas;

Business Notices.
New ne« kwear anil
F. H. Noyes Co.

presented

Among tliese
benefit to the people.
he
were the Kev. Jothain Sewall, or, as
is often called, Father Sewall, and the
Hev. Samuel Hidden of Tamworth. In
1818, as a result of the great revival in
which one or both the heads of almost
conevery family in town were hopefully

chorus under direction of Professor
W. S. Wight.
Chairman Hastings then very neatly
introduced Professor A. J. Roberts of
Colby College, who gave tho historical
address. As originally plauned, the address was to have been given by Judge
II. C. Peabody of Portland, but as other
engagements prevented him from undertaking it, the work was entrusted toa
Professor Roberts, who may be called
son of Gilead by marriage, as, while not
a native of the town, he married into the
Peabody family. Profossor Roberts was
fortunate in securing important documents from the archives, and his address
was a most excellent summary of the
ite
history of the town, especially of
early days. Unfortunately lack of space
ami
in
of
it
full,
prevents the publication
a brief abstract only is given below.
a reminiscent
address
the
Following
letter from Abraham Burbank Cofliu,
one of the oldest of the former residents
of the town, was read by his nephew,
Mr. Rowe, and the exercises closed witt

have died in Maine from

lockjaw caused by
July.

the Fourth of

literally

Every one

Karrar, and

The regular annual examinition of
candidates for State Certificates will ocPersons
cur Friday, August 20, HMM.
desiring further information regarding
this examination, should send for circulars to W. W. Stetson, Augusta, Maine.

injuries received

Baked beans, cold meats, bread

bushels of food was left untouched.
At 1:30 P. m. the assembly was called
to order by the chairman of the day, P.
R. Hastings, who, though he is now a
resident of Auburn, was formerly of
(■ilead and now spends his summers
was offered by Rev. Mr.
there.

the
maps of the World's Fair Grounds,
of St. Louis and the <»raud Trunk
routes
variable
Railway System showing
No one
to and from the "Ivory City."
should miss securiug a copy which will
be sent by Mr. J. Quintan, I). P. Α.,
Bonaveoture Station, Montreal, ou reι-eipt of four ceuts in stamps.

Four boys

was

preaching
and butter, doughnuts, pastry, coffee, steadily
was plantin
overflowing Before auy Christian church
etc., were furnished
a succession of missionhad
it
in
ed
it,
abundance by the housewives of the
who
aries, sent from different sources,
was filled and

brief, though compreheusive description
of the *-">0.000.000 fair, including the best

vicinity.

DINNER.

Here a little later dinuer was served free
to all comers, with true country hos-

pitality.

Λ

■TATKD MEETINO·.

I

Allard and Moulton have sold their

Gilead.

There is much that might be writtei
of the later history of the town. Fron
1801 to 18(15 Gilead ehowed that the self
sacrificing spirit of the pioneers wai
still alive, and sent almost a third ο
her men of voting age to the defence ο
1872 the suspensioi
In
the Union.
bridge across the. Androscoggin rive
th
was built and the two halves of
in
town were cemented together. The
dustrial development of the town, th
great changes in the conditions of rura
life so notably exemplified here, th
growing recognition of the attraction
of Gilead as a place of summer residence

all deserve the attention of the historiai
of these later years. Gilead is to-da
con
prosperous beyond most farming
munities. It has an honorable past. 1
faces a bright future. May we emulat
the virtues of those "exemplary goo

men" whoen work we are celebratin
that their legacy of moral an
and strength may b

to-day,

religious

energy

A greased pig was next turned loose • handed on
but the chase could not be considered a a ations.
artistic success, as the pig failed to rui 't
more than a rod or tw 5
and didn't

get

front his pen before he was captured.
The day'
programme closed with a
band concerts the evening.

HISTORICAL FACTS FROM THE ADDREHI
In 1772 Oliver Peabody and John l'ei
Jr., of Andover, Mass., and Joh D
body,
CHOWI
and Samuol Bodwoil of Methue u
Bodwell
she whlspe
of the provim ®
It ww enuiuiertlroe In Dixie, when
petitioned the legislature
eU sou anil low.
permission 1 °
her heart an Ί of Massachusetts for
That «he loved me aud 1M won
'·
band.
purchase at a fair price and upon reasoi 6
ever grow# I
When I klixxsl the fairest flow'r,
able conditions a tract of land on tl
Southern bow'r,
Androscoggin River west of Sudbur; ft
11 was sumineitlme In Dixie— Dixieland.
of these petitioi
obtain a coj y Canada (Bethel.) One
Any of our readers can
< ο ers, Capt. John Peabody, fought
by sending 25 cents in Ppstage Stamps
and tl ie
No. 4 }, ! Louisbwrg and Ticonderoga,
the Theatrical Music Supply Co.,
served in the provinci il
have
others
may
York.
West 23th Street, New

mora

jerseys,

H.

prompt

_

some

unimpaired to coming gene:

________

SAFEGUARD THE CHILDREN.
Notwithstanding all tfi&t is done b
boards of health and charitably incline
>

persons, the death rate among
children is very high during the hi
weather of the summer months in tt
οι
large cities. There is not probably

sma

of bowel complaint in a hundre
however, that could not be cured by ti
timely use of Chamberlain's Coli
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. For sa
by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jon
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Stor

case

Drug

Norway.

Wash suits, waeh pants and blous
boys. F. H. Noyes Co.

for the

10c, Crumb Tray and Brush,

and
we take the Intramural Railroad
ride around the grounds into the heart
The first Id cent crumb trav with brush In this I
of
of the exposition, to get a first view
and gilt
country Tin tray with silvered back
rosewe got on a car and startaccordingly
it;
top prettily embossed in color··, Imitation
miles
five
wood brush.
ed on a journey of some
Intrathe
around the long way. Now
mural, in that portion of its course,
main exhiruns around the rear of the
a secbition grouud, between that and
has
tion of undisturbed forest which
been left within the enclosure. In this
the most
way it manages to get through
unattractive portion of the grounds,
rubbish
following a sort of moraine of
which has been swept back by the
Then aftei
polishing process in front.
around by the
a long curve it swings
where inteiestanthropological exhibit,
are living
ing but not fastidious red men
of
in their natural way, in all stages
and
primitiveness aud semi-civilization,
the
the ramshackle bamboo huts of
the water,
Philippine Moros, built over of
the j icmake a succeeding feature
In the fading daylight there was
ture.
about the
not much that was fascinating
like men
view; and my companions,
the lirst
estimating a seaport town by
in early
sight of the wharves at low tide
asseveratmorning, thought and loudly
ed that they had come fourteen hundred
when
miles to see a "bum show." Even
Louis, in
we stood in the Plaza of St.
the very middle of the picture, the dusk
no lights were on, and

declare that it was a big show after
durall—a conviction which deepened as
to
ing the next few days they attempted
"do" its main features.
Perhaphs this is a good time for some
general comment on the
to

Ι.0ΓΙ6ΙΑΝΑ

Γ l'Kl'MADE.

Γ.Λίνη,.,ν...

noticed
scon, you have uodoubtedly
little table of comparisons which begin:
thus:
1240 Acre»
Louisiana Purchase Kx position
itCl Acre*
Columbian Kxpoeltlon, Chicago
diminish
the
And so on down through
That tells
iug list of great expositions. St. Louii
the story in a nutshell. The
as mucl
exposition covers almost twice
am
territory as its largest predecessor,
the satm
in all departments and features
bi
ratio holds good. It is indeed to
is not too big
questioned whether it even
with plenti
The average individual,
see am
of time at his command, can
take in only about a certain amount
of
so
eight-seeing thi
After a week or
and full of sand, am
eyes grow weary
the brain fags, and things that migh
and profi
have been of great interest

The following is a list of a few of Norfoi
way's taxpayers who pay over $100
1004—-town and corporation:

♦ 11:1.8?
ISS Of
KSir
131.1(
1W.K
113 4i

15911
1725ί

B. F. Smith,

C. A. Stephens
F. P. 8tone,
C. N. Tubbe
J. A. Woo ttnan
W. T. Abbott, non-resident,
C. C.TlbbetU, non-resident.
51 re. Abble Tubbe, non-resident
;
W. M. Wbltcomb,

1724!

»7 i
383.5
103 !
103.r ο
118.1 ο
1661
148.1
290.1 7
162J 3
115.1
130 : j
112.' ο
175. s

[J

ί

C. B. Cummings A Sons lost a valt ιable horse Friday night.
A. J. Stearns, Esq., of Norway, and /
E. Stearns of Rumford Falls went 1 ο
Lovell Friday. A. E. Stearns will ρ >main there for a short vacation.

place.

ground thus selected there lu
been carried out a magnificent conce]
main po
tlon. Tho general plan of the
to al
tion of the grounds is familiar
and it is perhaps unnecessary to sta
th:
that the arrangement is somewhat
standir
of a fan, with Festival Hall,
above the Cascades, At the radial pohi
Standing in the axis of the design,
the Plaza of St. Louis, and lookingt
On the

tl
the vista between ihe palaces, across
Grand Basin and up over the Cascad
to Festival Ball and the Terrace
b
States at the apex of the view, one
holds one of the most imposing spect
d
cles ever constructed by man for the
one of the most ii
in at the BH e light of man. I say
It would not be in good ta«
..

Nobby new sblrta just
Store·, F. H. Noyee Co.

a

when one was fresh are passed listless!;
It is of no use t<
1I4.!«
by with half a glance. were missed afte
121Λ lament the things that
191 ή!
throug!
returning home. After travelingthe
111.ft
fail
of exhibits
S5I.2I > miles and iniles
144 2 goer becomes sated, and wouldn't eta
HON
if he had tho chance,
163.11 ) longer
upon tli
HO.» ι
By improving somewhat
a
liii.H ! natural conditions, St. Louis secured
1558
ideal combination of levels, ter
almost
105 2 ;
for the site of the expc
1B4.2 i races and hills,
856.1 sition, in Forest Park, a public groun
In order t
280.0
on the west side of the city.
464.5 I
the fair, there was
110.4 ) prepare it for
Th
184 < ) wholesale cutting down of trees.
188.0
worth the cost, bti
been
have
may
816 7 ] game
that the city will neve
10S.3 i it is to be hoped
the destruction (
121.fl * have cause to
repret
109.1
which neither money nc
its
forest,
102.4 j
can ever η
172 Ϊ d civic pride, but only time,

973 61

—

cases

We have leased the store formerly occupied by
extensive
the Smiley Shoe Store, and are making
between
alterations. We will take out the partitions
about
the two stores, which will make our store
this to the
double the present size. In order to do
the fall opening
best advantage, and be ready for

P. C—Mrs. T. L. Heath.
C. C·—Emma Abbott.
V. C.—Mrs. Ε C. Thompson.
Prel.—Grace .Ionian.
M.of K— Mr*. H. H. I'lko.
M. ol Κ —Abnle Rich irdyon.
M. at Λ.—Mabel Warren.
Axfit. Λ. M. at A—Mre. W. I.. Perkins.
M. <).—Mr*. .lame* Pledge.
1. G.—Mre. M. ItlchariUon.
O. G.—Alice Abbott.
R. R. S —Mre. H. B. Young.

S. Β A Z.8. Prince
C. F. Kiel Ion
F. W. Sanborn
Thomas Smiley,
Siuliey 8hoe Store

in the County.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices
Good grades of cloth
Low priced cases $.98, $1.00 and $1.10.
leather case from $2.75 to $9 00.
from $1.50 to $3.25. A genuine
The

ALTERATION SALE!

bly, Friday evening:

A. C. McCrelU»
Harriet P. MUIcU
Norway Building Association
!
Norway Shoe Shop,
Norway Water Co
Norway Saving* Bank
Geo. L. and Anna Noyce
F. H. Novo* Co
Oxford Light Co
Partridge Bros.
A. L. F. Pike,
Horace Pike
C. A. Pride

SuitCases! Trunks!! Bags!!!

South Paris, Me.

regarding

Abi.er Jackson,
Mrs Kate-Ionea
Frank Kimball

MAINE.

N. FAVOR, GraSU7thoerIucker
CHASE'S VARIETY STORE, ί JAMES
Norway, Maine.
Θ1 Main St.f

That is its technical and official name
the St
though it is more often known as
At
Louis fair, or the world's fair.
the
everybody knows, it commemorates
Louis
the
of
centennial of the purchase
additior
iana territory, the largest single
which fourteer
to our domain, out of
That if
give
states have been made, in 1S03.
Thursday evening. July 21st, followed why it is held in 1!K)4. These fairs al
have to be postponed a year, to gel
by an ice cream sale.
started ways
As for getting
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Paragard
them ready to open.
for Yarmouth, by team, Thursday. them finished, that is another matter
for
can
They will visit there and at Freeport
There is all that one can possibly
the fair is noi
two weeks before they return.
to see at St. Louie, but
of
the
honor
in
The birthday party
finished, and will not be when the gate»
tenth birthday of Helen Bangs was at- are cloned for the last time on the first
little
fifty
nearly
tended Wednesday by
oî December.
the party.
en
With a whole-heartedness and
people who greatly enjoyedserved an
exMarion
Bangs
and
Helen
by any munie
equaled
rarely
thusiasm
and
into the game
cellent treat of sherbet, lemonade
ipality, St. Louis plunged
to ecfipse everything ever be
candy.
resolved
I). D. C., Mrs. F. E. Drake, assisted by fore held in the line of a great expositioi
install(J. A. M. at Α., Mrs. J. W. Nash,
—and has succeeded. In any literatim
ed the following officers of Lake Assemthe fair which you may hav<

J. M.Cummlng»
C. B. Cummln» A Son*
F. A. Panforth,
•lae. Panforth
F. O. Elliott
H. Β. F «ter
Mre. J. A. Harding
L. Hathaway,
Geo W. llobb*.
Mm. H. L·. Home,
Freeland Howe

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

good

of the features of it. The estabDied.
lishment ie a study, and the keynote of
its management is system. It is system,
the institution
in Norway, July H, Mrs. Grace R. Heath, aged
«ystem everywhere, and
28 years, S months, 22 days.
would be impossible without it.
In Kennebunk, July 1, Eva May, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Tlbbetts, aged 20 years, 8
On the evening of our arrival, after months.
In Rumford Falls, July 13, Miss Agnes
travel and
we had removed the dust of
Thomas, aged 15 years.
had a substantial meal, I proposed to
of the members of the party that
some

„this week.
The easterly side of F. II. Beck's was deepening,
store is covered with a bill board erected they refused to be deeply impressed.
by the Paris Advertising Company. It's Hut soon a glow began to appear along
attractive truly.
the cornices and towers of the immense
Charles II., son of Jatnes Danforth, buildings, which gradually brightened
lie
fall,
in
the
will enter Tufts College
until they all stood outlined in light,
lias passed the examination.
and the grounds became almost as bright
who
graduated
L.
Cragin,
Charles.
The water began to pour down
as day.
from the Maine Medical School recently, over the Cascades, and the fountains
has been appointed house doctor at the
splashed in the basin. Then admiration
Maine General Hospital.
took the place of disappointment; and
States
in
when we had spent an hour taking
Sergt. Neubauer of the United
in
another
Army, after an unsuccessful attempt
the beauties of the scene, and
this place to enlist men, has returned hour on the Pike, observing the superto his station at lierlin, Χ. II.
abundance of life and the Hood of huElwood Brooks is clerking at the manity which surged back and forth,
Smiley Shoe Store.
and had wound up the evening by seeing
Mrs. A. N. Allen of Foxboro, Mass., a scared rider fall off a camel in MysAnD.
S.
Mrs.
is visiting her sister,
terious Asia, my companions were ready

G'hae. II. Adams
II. Κ. A Ε. E. Amlrewe,
II. J. Bnnge
Mr» Gertrude Barker
J. F. Holster
II. K. Bradbury,
J. O. Crooker,

Egyptian

.,

buildings

C. Foster and
cottage on Pike Hill to S.
at the same time purchased Mr. Foster's
Allard and
place on Maple Street. this
season a
Moulton will build again
little south of the cottage sold and open
the hill
on
of the land
up the remainder
the
for buildings. We understand that
land owners will construct a road westand sell
erly from the l'ike Ilill road
of it. The
building lots upon each side
location is one of the best in town and
the lots will find ready purchasers.
is at
Dr. W. A. Drake of Weymouth
bin cottage for a time.
Edith M. Smith was with her brother,
C. R. Smith, at Portland several days

Square, South Pari·.

Market

For Hot Weather

stove. The lire was extinguished by
hand fire extinguishers before the lire
small.
department got to work. Damagehis
cotHenry J. Bangs is shingling
George
tage house on Water Street.
Morgan and George Millett are doing
the work.
Jesse E. Brown is painting the Walker
at Norway Lake for Ε. K.

place.

M. LUIVT,

Telephone Connection.

complainant.

in this

place

L.

An alarm was rung in from flre alarm
box No. 2N, Thursday afternoon about
The lire was in the rear
two o'clock.
of the tenement over the Abbott store
O.
occupied by Geo. Tubbs adjoining J. oil
Crookefs aud was caused by an

shop

Saturday Sale, July 23, '04

forget

the larceny of a small pine board
of nine feet valued at eighteen cento.
This
prosecution followed one for
assault and battery instituted by the

nj

QUABTER-MILE-LONO

Jape

was

ΛΙΜ «

special

9S

Tues-

S. F. Stearns suffered :ιslight paralytic
shock Saturday, affecting his right side,
lie is recovering rapidly from its effects.
The road crew under commissioner
are doing excellent work on
Heath
Orchard Street and the Pike Hill road.
of
Deputy Sheriff Fritz J. Tyler
Bethel is engaged in erecting new machinery at tlie H. F. Webb Co.'s corn

We shall have another

While they admitted the magnitude and
magnificence of this fair, with a natural
local pride tbey declared they bad seen
nothing which seemed to them quite as

Dresses, Skirts, Shirt Waist Suits.

Farmers are cutting their hay and report a much larger crop than expected.
The hearing in State, on complaint of
of the llrm of C. B.
Geo. I.

I lit* ru 11»

Ladies' Furnishing House!

Suits, Coats, Hats, Jape Silk Waists, Children's

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Cominandery, No. 247,
uii'eu second aud fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, flr6t and third Thursday evenings of
each month.

Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. H. J. Bangs were the guests of
Prof. V. M. Whitman and wife at Camp
Sunset, Thursday evening.
It is reported that a few lots at ElmNo
wood are still offered for sale.
it is
buildings have yet beeu erected but
understood that several are contemplated in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Waldron returned from their wedding trip to Albany, Ν. Y., Sunday. They occupy
Their trip
rooms at I)r. F. N. Barker's.
of ten days took them down the Hudson
From
on their return from Albany.
Portland they drove with a team presented to Mrs. Waldron by her uncle,
J. E. Gould,, to Poland Spring, from

ΡΑΒΊ"

LOUIS AND THE LOUISIANA

One Day Only.

day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the lirat and third Wedmonth.
nesday evenings of cachand
South Paris Council,
Ο U. A. M.—Norway
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

same

ASSOCIATION

to make the statement more emphatlo
within bearing of Chicago. I sat at the
table one day with some Chicago people,
and tbey were naturally making comparisons with the Chicago fair of 1808.

INSIDE INN
beautiful as the Court of Honor at
It max seem out of place to open
Chicago. Their taste in the matter may
th«
the pictures
rambling sketch of some features of tc be correct; and yet as far as should
bold
reference
remain in my memory, I
great world's fair with a
ol
that the vista from the plaza of St.
part
something which ie strictly noreasons
more
and
Louis is equally beautiful
the show, but I do it for two
tht
magnificent.
First, because the Inside Inn was
which
with
And after all, it is the one general
first thing on the grounds
be- impression that dwells in the memory.
we made acquaintance, and second,
Not the miles of manufactured goods,
cause in a very real sense it is one ol
the sights of the show. Never before or tons of heavy machinery ; not even
in the history of expositions has the ex- the varied complexions and quaint cosFOR «10.00.
a mam- tumes and customs uf tiie strange peoFOB THIS ONE DAY ANY SUIT IN THE STORE
periment been tried of placing
moth hotel actually within the gates, pies seen, make up the picture which
$ .98 to $10.00
but its success ie already assured. Tht I remains on the canvas of our memory.
Suits,
house has secured almost as much fret [These are but tbe forgotten details.
5.00
3.50 to
Coats,
That which remains with us is a comadvertising (this paragraph is a sample)
S.00
to
At the time posite of marvelous coloring, the prinShirtWaist Suits,
as the exposition itself.
of
we were quartered there it was practi- cipal feature of which is tbe beauty
3.00
1.50 to
Silk Waists,
cally full, and there is every reason to I that scene which is the creation of man.
to
1.25
19
A. E. F.
Children's Dresses,
believe that it will continue so up to
to
the close of the fair. The advantage of
3.00
19
Hats,
Thousands are sick every year with
being upon the grounds, and free to go some
form of Bowel Complaint. Thouand date. You all know when we have sales
the
and come as one pleases, is fully appreDon't
sands are cured by taking Dr. Setii Arciated.
Warranted by P. A. it means great bargains.
And then, though a bicycle would nold's Balsam.
West Paris.
have been convenient, I was willing to Shurtleff & Co., South Paris,
walk the quarter of a mile of corridor
Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease, A Powder
which extended between my room and To shake Into your shoes. It rest* tbe feel.
the dining room, to have the opportu- Makes walking easy. Cures Corns. Bunions, InSails, Swollen and Sweating feet. At
nity of indulging in that fascinating growing
the all druggists and shoe stores. 25c. !>on't accept
occupation of merely watching
subtUtute. Sample FREE. Address Allen
any
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
throng. I suppose even that would pall
in time. One morning I happened to
man
a
have as neighbors at the table
Born.
who appeared to be commissioner for
who
one of the states, and a young lady
In i'.etliel, July l.'i, to the wife of Frank Flint,
in the office of
was public stenographer
a daughter.
in
In Newry, July 12, to the wife of Don Smith,
having
Inn.
Evidently
the Inside
This store is
mind something of the same thought a daughter.
In Norway, July «, to the wife of Charles A.
try some of our cool furnishings.
that I have expressed above, he remark- Bradley, a daughter.
comfort ihle.
and
cool
a
full of things to make you
in By run, July #, to the wife of E. J. Hart,
ed to her,
"I like to come here occasionally, just daughter.
cotton and
in
Underwear in the lightest weights
to see the people."
...
as
feel
"1
if,
Married.
"Well," was her reply,
wool. Men's balbriggan 25c. Combed
I
when the fair is over, I shan t care if
The same
as I
as
long
more
never see any
people
cotton balb'iggam underwear fur 45c.
in Norway, July 14, by E. F. Smith, Esq.. Mr.
William Bennett and Miss Ida F. Durgiu of
live."
without
in black or blue 50c. Sleeveless
To plan, construct and run a tempo- Waterford.
in Bryant's Pond, July 2, by A. Mont Chase,
not
which
people
in
.>,500
White
rary house
Mr. Leslie C Whitman and Miss Lydla E.
collar, in black 50c. Bathing trunks 15c.
of >1Esq both of Greenwood. (Corrected )
less than three times the population
wan,
In Harrison, Jirne 21, by Rev. J. B. Howard,
Flannel
outing
trousers
South Paris village—can be safely hous$1.
duck and crash
Mr. Perley Llewellyn Brown of Waterford and
ed. fed, and made comfortable, requires I Miss Geneva Florence Merrow of Harrison.
Shirt
White duck hats 25c.
and that is
to
Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Mr.
mean
order,
no
of
trousers
«,
$3.
In
by
$2.
Norway,
July
genius
Charles Wilson Andrews of Newton Upitcr Falls
evidently possessed by the manager,
and Miss Edith Maria Edgeconib of Norway.
waists while they last for 50c.
who is Κ. M. Sutler of Buffalo, Ν. Y.
In Aubarn, July 7, bv Rev Charles R. Tenney,
and
A house of several thousand rooms,
Mr. Fred Wenizeland Mies Harriet B. Sbedd of
located Auburn
vet every room can be instantly
In Newry, July 3, Mr. Har'an Bartlett and
one has fsubon the plan, and every
Miss Lena Bal'ey, both of Newry.
which
rooms
In Rumford Falls, July 18. by Rev. B. F. Turstantial lire escape: dining
sure of ner, Mr. Milton Young and Miss Annie E. Walseat 2000 people, and yet you are
service: these are lace.
and

month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. E., A. O. Noyea
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meet· second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Ruet Post, No. 51, meets In
New G. A. R. Mall on the flrnt Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W, R. C.—Meets in New G. Λ. R. Hall, Mon.

day evening.

Pair.

(Stcoml letter.)

THE

66,

Park,

PBSSS

World'*

ST'.
PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway I.odge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Odd
Wlldey Encampment, No. 31, meets In Even
Fellows' Hail, second and fourth Friday
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah ofLodge,
each
meeta on first and third Friday
No.

Band concert at Witherell

HAINE
VISITS

F. Α Λ M. Regular meetln* of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, Id Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on 01
before full iroon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on 01
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei

drews.
Fred Brown, after a most pleasant ten
sketch was evidently furnished by
as
a
served
who
supply days' trip at the St. Louis fair, returned
Daniel Goodhue,
store
at different times when there was no to his work at the Thomas Smiley
settled minister in town. After naming the first of the week.
at
The Norway Water Company are
some of the incorporators of the town,
and
the author writes: "They were all ex- work taking out the short hydrants
the
thus making
emplary. good men, giving a character putting in larger ones from the
ground.
of energy to the place. They regarded hose connection higher
after
S. II. Howe of LaVerne, Minn.,
religious institutions, and helped sushis
Norway
tain them by their property and exam- eleven years is again visiting
is with her people,
ple. They were a church-going people, friends* Mrs. Howe
at Peak's
alwaye attending the worship of God on Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Trefethen,
the Sabbath. From the earliest time of Island.
The ladies' circle of the M. E. church
itssettlement it has enjoyed more or less
of the Gospel. will
an entertainment at (ï. A. Hall
the

band, following which were the school
children in charge of their teachers,
citizens and visitors, the short march
was made to Hastings' Grove, a most
delightful place, where among the pines
seats and tables had been arrauged.

I City

I

petition for incorporation

to

A£ter the arrival of the 11 o'clock train,
procession was formed, and led by the

a

0
1

the fair grounds next
Saturday promises to be a good one.
Norway will again meet Oxford. Oxford has won all but one of her games
is
Koscoe C. «iray is in tbe Eve and Ear I from Norway this season, and Norway
of an Idetermined to make her work hard to
■:urinary in Portland because
ured "eve. On Friday, the ^tb. while wiu this one.
l.i- was moving a barrel at tbe Mason
Best Guide to World's Fair.
Manufacturing Co.. an iron hoop on the The
The haiid*»me publication which the
barrel burst, and it is supposed that a
left eye. It tirand Trunk Railway System has issued
j ere of scale Hew iuto his
is understood that the
sight of the eye descriptive of the World's Fair, St.
I.ouis. Mo., has been very much admired
is destroyed.
brail who have seen it, aud the comon
centennial
Thursday
The («ilea·!
with requests for
are deluged
drew to that town quite a number of pany of the
publication. The book is
copies
•south Paris people, some of whom were I
a
a very usefuhone, giving a* it ,does
of (tilead. Among
them wêre B. F. Hicks aud wife, George
VUlrich and wife, Mrs. Newell Cook,
Mrs. K. J. Swan. Miss Lisbeth Murphy,
<oorge I. Burnham, Β. N. Chapman,
I'harles P. Wilson, and John Everett.

as stated.
In lf<00 there were settled in Peabody's
Patent twelve or fifteen families. According to the censusi of that year the
population was sixty-eight. In 1*04 the
number of families had increased to
and
twenty, and the need of highways
imbridges and schools began to be
perative. The incorporation of the
plantation into a town was necessary to
enable its inhabitants to raise money
for these various community uses. A

people,

IΛ;

game

by

August,

1Ô0 years.

Scote l>y Innings.
'«—Total
1 J S 4 5 « 7_
1 0 t» ο 1 2 χ— 4
u ο
Norway
0
00000000— 0
West Pari*
Base on ball·., Sparks 1. Struck out t>v Sharks
Uonby Shaw 3 DouWe p'ays, Cole, Pike,
Two base hit, Cole.
ney. E. Earnuui, Davie.
Lowell.

The

the records fail to show. In Williamson's History of Maiue there is au extract
from a manuscript letter of Abraham
liurbauk, Esq., containing some intersetesting information about the earliest
tlement of Peabody's Patent. He wrote
that the Patent had in it two families in
1781,.but that both the men were killed
by Indians on August 4 of that year.
The story of the Indian raid of that year
as told by Lieut. Nathaniel C. Segar
one
seems rather to indicate that ouly
man—James Pettingill—lived in Peahe
body's Patent at that time, and that
the Indians on the 4th of
was killed

the Massachusetts legislature of 1804.
with the following signatures:
Joseph Lar/
Thomas Peabody
Jonathan Peabody
Joseph Lary, Jr.
Steph»n M -eser
Oliver Peabody
Amos Peabody
James Messer
Isaac Adam*
Coffin
L-*ry.
jun
•Stephen
B.
Committee—F.
Samuel Wheeler
Secretary of Executive
Joseph Ulodzet
James Davieon
Collin
Samuel tidodnougll
David Bradley
A laraileof Indian rangers and cow- Michael Connor
Johnatlian Hlodget
John Hen net
Job Mason
boys was made at 9 o'clock, and while Ellphalet lliirhauk
the procession was not long the particilue J'i'lllluij nMfiiiiuivu,
pants were abundantly tierce looking in 1804,
Peabody's Patent became the
their war paiut and Indian attire.
The lirst town meeting
town of Gilead.
The most interesting event of the fore- was held October 24, 1804. Thomas
noon was a ball game between Shelbnrne
Peabody, Eliphalet Uurbank and Isaac
and West Bethel. These two teams had Adams were chosen selectmen.
The
before
times
three
during valuation of the town was assessed at
already met
for
score
close
a
with
the season,
very
There were twenty-five resident
each game. On this day the balance tax
in
payers. At the March meeting
was not so eveu, for Sheiburne played ISO."»
the town voted ·?.'»»» for the support
the sharper game and won by a score of of
that
schools, and for several years
1- to 2. West Bethel's two scores were was the amount of the annual apropriamade in the ninth inning.
tion for this purpose.
In the summer of 1S11 a special town
RELICS OK YE OLDEN TIME.
was called to see what action
meeting
a
colwas
In the church
displayed
the town would take iu regard to buildlection of interesting relics of former
It was
ing a bridge across Wild River.
days. Included in the lot were a spin- voted
at that meeting to build the bridge
ning wheel and two flax wheels. No- and
for it in neat stock and bread
body ventured on the tlax wheels, but corn.pay The next year, 1812, it was
the spinning wheel ftas supplied with
unwise to build it "under the
rolls and was in fair running condition, thought
In
state of National Affaire."
existing
and there were not lacking among the
the bridge was built. At every
181;»
in
visitors women who had been trained
town meeting for a good many years
that branch of domestic art, and who
the bridge came up for discussion.
after,
the
would occasionally illustrate
process
Every
spriug the river showed its rein
too
late
born
for the benefit of those
sentment at the efforts made to tame its
done.
it
was
how
know
the century to
had to be reexhibited wihlness, and the bridge
Among the other things
built or repaired every summer.
includof
furniture,
articles
were several
The town had no settled minister uning the chair of (Jen. James Burbank. a til 182S. It is recorded in the town
chair loo years old, now the property of
clerk's records that "A legal town meetMrs. Grace Bennett, and Mrs. Temple's
for
ing was held November third, 1828,
about
chair,
great-great-grandmother's
the purpose of trying a vote to see if the
1 '2ô years old. A pair of ancient balances,
town would settle Rev'd Henry White
Saddle bags
with weights, complete.
over them as their minister for five
owned by Jonathan Peabody, 110 years
for his
years and they united in voting
old, and now owned by Ralph Peabody. settlement without any opposition and
(Jen.
Silhouettes of Barker Burbank and
chose James Uurbank, Eliphalet Adams
James Burbank and wife. Barker Burand Timothy Wight a committee of arin
bank was born in Bradford, Mass.,
The
rangements at the installment."
in
Gilead
to
came
IT'.·."), and his family
settlement was not renewed by the town
visitthe
1803. There was present among
aud the term of Mr. White's ministry
ors a boy of 14, Paul Burbank of Berlin.
ended in 183:1. Ile was the only minisfifth
In
the
is
a
descendant
X. H., who
ter to be settled by the town iu its corA
Burbank.
Barker
from
generation
porate capaAty.
owned
in
Bible
170!»,
printed
Cambridge
In Willey's incidents in White Mounby Albert Bennett, and quite a quanti- tain History, published in 1858, is an inother
and
dishes
china
and
of
pewter
ty
teresting sketch of the early religious
small articles, owued by various Gilead life of Gilead.
The material for the
and varying in age from 7to
Rev.

1

At the Great

NOBVAY.

Cummings
CummingsΛ* Sons, vs. George R. Stephenson, was tried in the Municipal Court,
support
The condition regarding the settle- Monday and resulted in the discharge of
uot
why,
was
fulfilled;
ment of the tract
the respondent Stephenson. The charge

ou..

|

(lowland's large touring

The petition wae granted, and in accordance with the directions of the legislature the petitioners prepared a plan
and the following year presented it foi
tinal acceptance and confirmation. The
a
survey showed that the tract contained
little over 6,000 acres, besides about 4,000
acres of river and mountain which the
petitioners were not expected to pay for.
At the rate fixed by the legislature, 300
pounds for each six miles square, the
purchase price of what came to be
little
called Peabody's Patent was a
more than SO pounds or about $400.
Attached to the grant were certain
conditions, one of which was that within
six years the proprietors should settle
the tract with fifteen families, each of
which should have built a house of
twenty by eighteen feet and seven feet
stud, and have cleared five acres. Certain areas were also to be set aside for
of the ministry and school^.
the

taking.
The day

>«>uth l'ari> relatives.

Mi

of flJBr miles one way and three mile* the othei
which le so Situated as that no Township can l*
now had there so a· to include it. And prayint
that ibe Fame may be granted to them for suet
Sum of Money and upon such Conditions as thli
Court shall order.

was absolutely perfect. The
Miss Fanny N. Chapman went to West- roads were free from dust, and never
brook last Saturday for a few weeks' was the sky bluer, the clouds more
visit to ber aunt, Mrs. P. L. Watts.
tleecy, the woods greener or the towering mountains grander. The visitors
Harry L. Shaw and wife of New York began to assemble early in the day.
are
at the Andrews House for their
came by team in all directions,
anuu&l vacation. They have spent their Mauy
aud the trains in both directions dinvacation here regularly for a number of
charged loads of people, until pro.bably
years.
ΙΛυΟ were present to hear the day's
Charles M. Titcomb and Fred H. exercises.
Soou after 8 o'clock in the morning
Evans started Monday morning for a
camping aud tishing trip in the vicinity the Gilead Cornet Band opened the day's
of I'uibagog Lake. They expect to be programme with a concert in the village
square. This band is a cause of pride to
gone sonu·· time.
the people. It was organized only about
The Sunday School of the Methodist
two years ago, but has a good set of inchurch will have a picnic at Penley's
struments, the members wear neat uni<ir«>ve uest Saturday. The plan is to
forms. an<l through all the changes of
start at 10 a. m from Dr. Buck's house.
population which the town has seen has
s. nit'
the
On
later
pleasant evening
managed to keep its numbers intact and
children will be giveu a trolley ride.
makes music which would do credit to
Hiram;* Berry come near losing his any country band.
1). K. Hastings was marshal of the day,
horses Saturday.
After unloading his
hay lie undertook to drive out through and was well mounted and appropriately
the carriage house when they dropped attired in a crimson sash and other
through tlie Hoor. No bones were brok- suitable equipments.
The committees having charge of the
en. but the nigh one was badly scratc hed. They did some lively work for a several features were as follows:
Fxecutive Committee— H. P. Whee'er, Albert
fewjininiites until liberated.
Bennett, Ε Κ Bennett, Ε. T. Pealnnlv, .loslah
Donald Bean as freight clerk, and Her- Ilea'h. A. D. Wight. A. A. Newell, 8. A.Cottin,
bert Cole as baggage master, finished Rev. L. M. Bosworth.
Committee υη ίοοΊ—Mrs. •'ohnXewell, Mrs K.
their engagement at the South Paris R Brunett, Mr». John Kit-hartieon, Mrs G. II
station Saturday night. Mr. Cole has a • 'ottin, Mrs. Κ. B. Cottin, Mrs. H. P. Whe· 1er,
Mrs.
situation with the Rnmford Falls and Miss Corne'la Bennett, Mr». A. P. Wight,
K T. Peabo'ly, Mrs. Τ G l.ary.
Rangeley Lakes Railroad at Oquossoc. Committee 'ou music—Ml an Bennett, Bert
Mr. Bean's place is taken by a Mr. Wood, Harrlman, It. I. Peauody, Herbert Wheeler,
and .ludson Fitield is again at his old Bert WaUon
Reception committee—Rev. L. M. Bosworth,
position as baggage master.
Mrs. L. M. Boswoith J. W. Bennett, Mre. T. G.

Ilayden <«fί

nmdt)

hunger

that all mu;»t have taken hold with a
will to aid in the success of the under-

Norway made i' three straight over
Wot Paris Saturday afternoon by deΚ
Bessev of Waterville st«»p feating them in a good game by a score
\
of 4 to O.
r.- .itives here Tuesday night.
her way to Montreal and the
π
Norway used a new battery in this
who
game, which consisted of Sparks,
».iti<l Islands.
has been plaving on the Hebron Λ cat!
H-Wiailil
\\ itb Mri w
emy team this last season, and Charles
\:
11 .\ land. arrive* 1 at Mountain
Shaw of Paris Hill. The change was au
ir:t.
Wednesday, coming from
■

ROBERTS.

was

Charles D. Brown and wife of Salem,
Mrs. Brown's parents,
Mass.. visited
Alva Sburtlet! and wife, last week.

•ntn.

Id t>

THURSDAY.—HISTORIC AI

made up by individual contributions.
A very interesting and creditable affair
Master Harold Abbott returned Sun- was the celebration. Aud when it is
day from a week's visit spent with considered that the population of this
his grandparents at North Taris.
little town is less than 3·'»0, it is evident

*ΓΛΤΜ· ΜΚΚΓΙΝϋ».
\
M.—Parle l.o«l>te. N<>. »4. Kevular
:av evening on or before full moon,
s
Γ
Mount Mita l.o>lite. regular meetb
evenlnc of earn week.—Aurora
r?t λιιΊ thirl Mon-lay evening»
:
Mvi.ct Pleaaant Ket«ekah I.otlge, So.
-i-.-onil an I fourth Friday» of each
:. υ :·! Kellow»' Hall.
So. lis, meet»
!·; -W K. Kimball Poet,

Frothingnam and son
visit of some weeks in

days

praver meet
o.t:>l>Ath School 12
evening.
m
(«rayer meeting Tues-Jav
Il
Paetor.
«I.
l.lttie,
Rn

ν

a

CELE

ol
Nestled between the two lines
mountains which stand on the sides oi
the narrow valley of the Androscoggin,
where that stream makes the first few
miles of its course in Maine, is the little
That it is one of the
town of Gilead.
most picturesque and beautiful spots in
Maine is known to nearly every one in
this part of the state. That it is one
hundred years old was not known to so
many until the announcement of its
coming centennial celebration brought
the fact into common knowledge. In
ISÔ4 the number of families in what was
then I'eatHMly's Patent was twenty, and
in response to a petition from the inhabitants the Patent was incorporated as
the town of Gilead, June 23, 1804.
For convenience the observance of the
anniversary was held, not on the exact
date, but instead on Thursday, the 14th
of July.
At a special town meeting a
small appropriation was made to start
the affair, and the rest of the expense

Lmell.

The family of T. S. Barnes have gone
to Peak's Island to remain for the rest
of the summer.

«.cbtugat? W.«'clock AU, Uotottier
aWl. ire conllally Invite·!.
SiChurch. Rev. 11. Λ.Clifford. Paetor.
»:30 a.
iv. morning |>rayer meeting.
:n.- -crvlc·· 10 4S λ. u.. Sabbath School
worts Lea&ie Meeting. 6 15 p. M.;
M. ttlni 7 P. m ; ôrayer meeting

ι.

O.
«>n

OX

SUITABLY

ADDRESS BY PROFESSOR

Miss Diana Wight of Bethel is spending a few weeks with ber sister, Mrs. B.
N. Chapman.

M.

Rev.
ν., n*rf ^allouai Church.
*i
ι'
pastor. Preachlug *crv!ce«», 1" T.
Suu.lay School 12 m.;
l· m
:
M
.« L .ion prayer lueellug on
.l-i

f

W.
are

ANNIVERSARY

BRA TED

Rev. H. A. Clifford has a class beginning German, which meets twice a week.

t.u'y. suu«iay* tadu»t«ili.

m.
·': A

it

»·*>«·—lo

mi)

«l*lly. Sun.lay,
suulay w«ly

il a. M.,
S 5t» r. H.

-·»

»â

THE

Master Ralph Andrews returned last

week from his visit in

PARU

rH

Sol

a

Miss Susie M. Wheeler has returned
from her visit in Vermont.

IU!LVtl.

TBVRK

ulUSD

tnaklng

army; but it Is «rident 1n their addree
to the legislature they did not refer t
whicl
any services to the province
should entitle them to special considéra
tion.
They wished to buy the land
probably with no intention of settlinj
upon it themselves, but for purposes ο
speculation or for the satisfaction of th<
so common among earl;
land
New Englanders. The petition was aï
follows:
June 80,1772.
A Petition of Oliver Peabody and John Pea
and Sam
Hodwell
John
of
Andover,
body, jun.
uel Bodwell of Methuen—Setting forth—l'ha
there le a Tract of Province Land on Andro
Westerly part ol
aooggla River adjoining to the Puller
and others
a township granted to Capt

Oilead One Hundred Veers Old.

Miss Lettie Farrar of Aubarn is visit·
ing relatives here.

posing.

This

goods, we must reduce our stock.
on all lines
shall try to do by greatly reducing prices
for you can
of summer goods. Don't miss this sale,
and

new

we

save money.

covert doth,
ONE LOT Coats of black cheviot and
neat coat style, were 10.50, now
covert
ONE LOT Coats of black cheviot anil light
SS."»0,
cloth, good lining, neat style, were 149tf
now

In this

all colors,

heavy ·,tiality, dotted,
39c.
regular price 50c., now

popular voile for shirt waist suits,
good colors, plain and mixed, regular price 25c.,

ONE LOT of the

inch length,
$1.40

now

17c.

stripe muslin, good col17c.
uow
ors, 27 inches wide, regular price 25c.,
neat
and
dotted,
many
ONE LOT Muslins, lace stripe
now 12 l-2c.
patterns, regular prices 15 and 19c.,

91.75

ONK LOT Muslins, light and dark, all colors, pretty
10c.
patterns, regular price 12 l-2t\, now
ONE LOT Scotch Oxford, stripe and plain, very
now 8c.
pretty for waists, regular price 12 l-2c..

style, regular price

Waistings, good colors and patterns,
15c.
mostly light, regular price 25c., now
neat
regular
patterns,
ONK LOT Waistings, white,

ONK LOT

Shirt Waist bargains, pretty styles,

cheap

gingham, dark, good styles,
75c.
tucks, regular price »8c., sale price
colors,
lace
good
Waists,
stripe,
ONE LOT Gingham
»8c.
tucked, regular price 91.49; now
and
tucks
quality,
ONE LOT Lawn Waists, good
sale
lace insertion yoke, regular price 91.98,
91.49
.....
price
tine hamONE LOT tine Lawn Waists, pretty style,
neat,
and iroui,
front, very um,
sleeves ana
burg
burg insertion in sleeves
«ι ua
91.98
regular price 92.49, now

.....

ONK LOT mercerized lace

tom, regular price 92.50, now
mateONE LOT Rain Coats of good waterproofed
price
rial, brown and Oxford mixture, regular 9S.50
....
812.50, now
and
Oxford
ONE LOT of line waterproofed material,
910.50
brown mixtures, neat style, 915.00, now
neat
ONE LOT Shirt Waist Suits of cotton goods,
70c.
91.00, now

·Λ

marked at a

ONE LOT of the regular dotted silk muslin, all col:J4c.
now
ors, 27 inches wide, regular price 42c.,

and polka
ONE LOT Duck Skirts in plain colors
now
91.25
dotted, very full, regular price 91.98,
botONE LOT of line percale, polka dotted, plaited

very

are

ONE LOT Silk Muslin, line

material,
ONK LOT Walking Skirts of a light mixed
92.98
regular price 95.00, sale price

ONE LOT Waists of

department all goods

great discount.

Several neat styles In suits at j jst
one-half the regular price.

ONE LOT Misses' Skirts, dark, .'12 to
regular price #2.08, sale price

(jOOClS
WâStl Qoods.
Wash

<j>

price ·Ί7 l-2e.,

ONE

now

....

Waistings. white with

LOT

mercerized,

were

a

little

50 and 59c., now

25c.

color,
42 l-2c.

all linen, 20 inches
7c.
....

ONE LOT Unbleached Crash,

wide,

«

+

9c., uow
Bleached
Crash, pure liuen, 18 inches
ONK LOT
10c.
wide, regular 12 l-2c„ now
was

12 l-2c.

ONK
ONK LOT white wash belts.
sk,

11

NORWAY, MAINE.

Ladies' Oxfords.
We

are

line of

Haying Tools

showing a large

up-to-date
IN

N.

Bolster & Co.'s.

Dayton

The Cor-

Scythes,
Patent Colt, Tan Calf
rugated warranted Scythe, Clipper
and Kid.
IN ALL GRADES FROM

$1.25 to $3.00.

IK. 0. & G. % Frotftiftai,
South Paris.
For Sale.

The mill privilege and stone dam
together with four acres of land formerly occupied by the Knights
Wood-

India Steel

Scythes, Hand Rakes, Drag Rakes,
Forks, Stones and Rifles.

All at reasonable

prices.

% inch Manila Rope for Horse
Pitch Forks.

mills on the Concord River in
as
stock. For further particulars in·
quire of
SOUTH
V. K. PARRIS, Paris, Me.

Mark.ot

Nv

Square,

*

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool
to

_____

Chapter

182.—Wkâl Bird Τ

and wo^n out. all the
time. Back weak and lame and
aching. Headache, Nervous,

Sts.,

Corner Main and Danforth

TOUATO

box of gelatine, one
of tomatoes. Dissolve gelatine in a little cold water. Strain tomatoes and beat to boiling point. Pour
over the gelatine.
Season with salt and
red pepper. Mold in egg cups. Serve
each cup on lettuce leaf and garnish with
olive oil dressing.

quart

Doan's
Kidney Pills
disorders.

withoutinirve, luthe

Scictîîif'c American

\ hftnds. .moly 'llnofralwl weeklr. I.anreet Mr
rulatun f h'it <* lo.iuti·' I >urtiai. Terni». H ■
fui» mouth*, |1. S>!4 by all Ttewnlealwr*
fear

.UlUNNSCo.^'^-'Newïorl
(25 Κ S1*-. Washington. D.

u

I

Ninety-nine at ran
hundred people who hava heart troubla
can remember whan It waa simple ladlfeeIt la · scientific fact thai all oaaaa οI
Hon.
heart dlaaasB. not organic, ara aot only
tracaahla to. bot ara the direct raaoH al Indigestion. All food taken into the atomaoh
which falla ef perfect digestion fermenta aad
swells the atomach. puffing it up agalnat the
heart. Thla Interferes with the action el
the heart aad la the course of time thai
delicate hut vital organ becomes dleaaaad.

Sold by If. A. ShurtleffiA Co.

Quy Bayard.
Sire, Bayard
style, action, size,
color, conformation, beauty, GUY

Trotting

Stallion.

For

Wilkes.

BAYARD
no

equal

has

superior, and

no

in the state of Maine.

To show that he is

ind

Night

shows its quality : in
under the
kneading hand*, in the brown
loaves at noonday, in the flaky
white slices that grace the table
at night.
Good flour is the result
of careful wheat selection and

fluffy dough

advanced milling methods.

Drivers

of

C.

Guy Buck,

South Paris,

i.ast

ill :;'t go:

f

I
I
■

^

Majiy rluWnti are troubled with worm·,
κnil tr*-atrU (ur KMiK'tluiuc ·*!■··. Λ few Uum·

of

Ko. httl.—>«vrl Tr a ii ■» poult Ion a.
Take out tin* central letter of the tlrst
word described, insert another letter
and réarrangé the letters so as to form

I

w.

»

<ι·

ν

th· ye τ <»t,
proven
Vi-WWMU·. SSëllltnMgiM·.
K χ eu., vufcm··, m*.

rm

mt. j. y.

s

aginary monsters.
4. Change dainty trimmings to strong

FLOUR

is so high that it makes
fifth more bread than any
other flour ; makes lighter, more
delicate cakes and pastry. It is
made of the finest spring wheat;
its sales exceed any other.

quality
one

WA5HBLRN-CROS8Y CO.
MiaaMpoll·. Mina.

Tenney,

Oculist,

will l>e

at

Elm

House, Norway,

a

to 4 p. M.

Tuesday, May 17, a:ul 3d
of e.ich follorwing month.
hours, 10:30

Eyes

M.

Tuesday

Office

Examined free.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,
FREE TO HOUSEWIVES.

Cut out this advertisement and mail
toux with name of your grocer and
we will send vim free of charge une of
our GOLD MEDAL COOK BOOkS.

containing
recipes. If

looo
vour

carefully prepared

dealer doe* not handle Gold M«dal Flour,
please men·
Uoa il in your letter. Address

JOSSELYN,
Portland, Maine.

Mention this paper.

COW» IOK KALE.
milch

new

Mouldings «J..
G ade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

BROWN A

Good

High

cows.

H. N. PORTER,
South Paris.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St..

IS".—Diamond.

SOUTH PARIS.

and

New York

of

Champion Rakes.

just received a large
repairs constantly on hand.
We have

stock of the above

goods.

A full line

BE SURE AND SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY.

A.

W.

WALKER

SOUTH PARIS,

&
MAINE.

SON,

ι The Chafing Dish

A

Sin τ

Caller—Is

VoKue.
Mrs. Hamilton

ί

amount of real

acquisition

mèal S'A1
Madame learned
how much alcohol
S recipe^ and
I

the steps of a patient's
residence. "I'se mamma's," replied the
little fellow. "Whose big papa is you?"
CATARRH AND

HAY FEVER.

Liquid Cream Balm is becoming quite
popular in many localities as Ely's
Jream Balm solid. It is prepared for
we in atomizers, and is highly prized by
u

;hose who have been accustomed to call
ipon physicians for such a treatment.

Many physicians

are

using and prescrib-

ng it. AH the medicinal properties of
ihe celebrated Cream Balm are containh! in the Liquid form, which is 75 cti.,

d°W mak"

onlV

to

to use
-

ïSÎSSiftSÇÎ·
h8o"
only

a

îsrs» s

LOT

boy are you?" asked a
bright four-year-old who

>n th.i'
»n Bridiof. alto™»» out

,«"'1

hat I am to be married.
She—Well, don't you put any faith In
he report. I started It
•

mass

against

of

~

Use
For Over

A perfect Remedy for Constipa-

Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishtion, Sour

and LOSS OF SLEEP.

ness

Fac

Simile -Signature

of

NEW YORK.
>

1)

}

J

OS J s

C

J

I

MS

EXACT copy Of WRAPPER.
ΤΜβ ocirrawN ·ο«·λ*ν*. new tori em.

ATTENTION FARMERS!
The Oxford Democrat

SUfBi

It will be noted that the sensational

HS» ΐΚ «bïhit

desired.

as

South

ÇtfSni

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

a

to give hi/11 the experience :
advantfi
the
others in all

items of interest to himself and

family.

ber of his family.

him in touch with the

special

matter

admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every

will post you every week

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm*
er

One Year For $1.75.

n*w steamers

Portland, and

Additional Sunday Trips.

t

make mouey from the farm.

household.

"

7:00 P. M.

on

important agricultural topic
the day, and show you li<>«

Any person sending

of tliiH line leave
India
(except Sunday) at

for every num-

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

will

POKTLANI» AIM» BOSTON LINK.

Wharf, Boston, daily

County

NEEDS

of

should

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

Mm Steamship Company.
Franklin Wharf,

news

doings of his neighbors, and all

Optician.

$1.80.

Farmer

and improvetnen·.»
methods
which are au invaluable .ii<l in
securing the largest [><i>v >«'··
profits from the farm, and wiMi

keep

to

NORWAY, MAINE.

FARE

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake
Farmer

LowestPrices inOxfordCountv.

Superb

fcvery

Every

Parie.

Jeweler and Graduate

J

OOOOOOOOC*MX*>OO<<SKKMXbO0OOC6Cb^^

Weekly Newspaper

HILLS,

FOR

$1.75-

=

Good Lqcal

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY

In effcct Juno 12th to Sept. 11th inFrom Portlaud at 8:00 P. M.

>

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

clusive.

South Paris,

and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via the steamers of this
Company is insured against tire and
marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will
please send to the address below The Oxford
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year
Send Democrat

>

to,

Boston.

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Send Farmer to.

Builders' Finish !

posts.

1 will furnish
Site or Style at

Signet!

DOORS Anil WINDOWS of any
reasonable prlcee.

Also Window & Door Frames.

NOTE.

If In want of any kind of Flnleh for IneMc or
Pine I.uni
>utalde work, send In your order·
ber and Shingle» on band Cheap for Caeb.

<

On every subsequent morning during
Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
our stay a glass of milk was brought to
Munie a· an Aid to Idoaa.
Matched Hani Wood Floor Boanle for «air.
màde,
me at precisely the same hour, without
At eveniug parties a man's shyness Is
the
servant
instructions; and although
E. W. CHANDLER,
mitigated by music. In my own exwas told several times that it was not
Malnr.
when some stray man and I
Sumner.
wanted she did not appear to understand, perience,
magic ot ®
zest to the fare.
Τ
only a lew and oontinued to bring it just the same. have stood together speechless, no
-«oked on the I "In the hotel were electric bells. The Boouer did the piano break into our apfirst day I rang for something, and a palling sileuce than ideas seemed to
certain boy an«wered the summons. The Inundate us. The dumb man spoke as
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemnext morning I rang again and again, if by magic, and I, who hitherto had lock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
I
went
and no one responded. Finally
nothing to say, couldn't talk fast any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
a bleaalng In man, a into the
dining-room and found there enough.—Mrs. John Laue In Fortnight- the coming year.
half a dozen servants.
E. W. .PENLEY, West Paris.
Review.
"Didn't you hear my bell ring?" I ly
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
asked.
May 30, 1904.
Too Wlae For Her Year·.
"'Si, senor,' (Yes, sir), was the reThe Qoverness—Of course, you know,
ply.
"
For Sale!
the story we have Just read Is merely
'Then why didn't you answer it?'
"
'The boy that answers your excel- & fairy tale and there are many such
Extra
good five-year-old driving
lency's bell has gone to market with the quite familiar to childhood. Can you
manager.'
tell us another, Elsie? Little Elsie— mare.
"
'But you knew he was not here, and Oh,
yes; you once told mamma that
W. MAXIM,
you should have come in his place.'
pou had four proposals of marriage
"
to
Buckfield, Maine.
it
is
his
'No, senor;
occupation
ON THE CHAFING-DISH.
Life.
I answer the bell of luring your life!—Brooklyn
answer your bell.
While the water heats in the pan, pare the
gentleman in the next roqjn.'
uid cut into bite three large raw ρο»
Warning.
Bnaineaa and Pleaaare.
"And as long m I remained in that
When the water boils, add ttae hotel
the door so
to
want
the
"So
change
was
answered
bell
you
only
by
my
As rock blasting is a daily occurIf he was not in, I It will ewlng the other way, eh?" said
one particular boy.
ence on Crocker Hill, the owner of
could ring for an bour without receiving the carpenter.
"Don't It work all
and aet o».rtb.
the property hereby gives notice to
» response, although the house was fun
right?"
this effect: All persons entering the
if idle servants."
the
all
works
It
"Yes.
right" grinned
I
so
property do so at their own risk.
It
lentlRt. "but I want
changed
Paris, Maine, June ιό, 1904.
Uncertain.
;an huve the word 'Pull' lettered on it
^ Equally
Sun.
'
iee?"—Indianapolis
Struck by a fancied resemblance the
Cornstarch will remove grease most poung man looked at her a second time.
Mean.
( effectually.
Rub a little freeh, dry
"I beg yoar pardon," he said, ''but
( :ornstarch into the soiled
Mrs. Buxom—That hateful Mrs. Knox
plaee, and it four face is strikingly familiar. Weren't
ivill at once begin the process of absorb- rou engaged once?"
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
ι nade a very mean comment upon my
j ng the grease. Brush the first used off
"1 am uot sure," she replied. "May I ige today. Mr. Buxom—Did she say 10
buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
top
( larefully from the garment, and proceed
ilk your name?"
Mrs. Buxom—
rou were getting old?
carriages
(open), 1 nice three seated
Brown."
is
j η the same way with more until the disname
"My
S'o, Indeed. She said I "still looked wagotj, harness, whips, robes, etc.
| iguremenl has entirely disappeared.
"That doesn't help any," she rejoined,
Will lease stable to run livery busi"There have been luite young."
irith a little
before childish

FOR ONE JYEAR

subscribe for

usual.

—.

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

who is interested in the

A.W. Walker & Son,

man

The kite stoops and seizes the bait, but
when he rises from the earth hits the
back of his neck against the string.
This makes him throw up his wings,
with the result that some of the quills
System in Caracas Hotels.
"The morning after our arrival at the get over the line, and he is kept a sushotel in Caracas," says W. £. Curtis, "I pended and struggling captive until
called for a glass of milk while dressing. the boys run up and release tdui.

journalism has made no inroads upon
the prosperity of the sane, conservative
newspapers.—Washington Star.

!

shipping
by
supply

in all sizes

of muddle- had been luide "between Ε. B. Otis
and William II. I'rescott, Esq., the latter betting $50 that he will write 100
pages of his 'History of Peru' in 100
days." The document is signed William II. I'rescott and Edmund B. Otis,
but the latter subjoins the following:
"I promise on my honor as a gentle-

ment of news, editorial, and advertising
badly, but matter, so classified that the reader can
l'n toll in κ Kite· In India.
In India, where those large birds, the
And what he seeks, will alwaye
readily
wood alcohol
hold the confidence and enjoy the kites, are eouuuou and fearless, boys
««"y
patronage of the great mass of the sen- amuse themselves by catching tliem in
sible, practical, thinking people of the a way that Is almost ridiculous in Its
community, and it will always maintain simplicity. A line Is stretched tightly
its bold in the family circle—in the
η little way
-lob room that
atyve the ground between
homee of the people.
Beneath it is laid a bait.
two

-S^srw

AND

I'aris and Oxford

You owe me a dollar.' And he would
exact payment. Occasionally be would,
with woebegone countenance, produce
and pay over to the protesting secretary the $liO or $30 he himself had
lost." One elaborately made memorandum witnesses that a bet of $1 to $50

Ρ»"

The

Papers may be

sent to different

addressee if desired

impatience had
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QUAKER RANGE

WANTED.
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To boil eggs for invalids, bring the
rater to the boil, then take the sauoethe egg In U
>an
en St., "New York.
I or off the fire and placewill
cook the
five minutes. This
He—It is reported around the club «
gg perfectly without making the white

ncluding a spraying tube. AH drugfists, or by mail. Ely Brothers, 56 War-

The disposition

heavily

know ju*
that prints all the news worth
ior thie or newspaper
Ing from an Intimidated praecordia.—
printing or fit to print, with good type, Southern Medicine.
on good paper, with an orderly arrange-

•"ÇfÏÏÏÎT l't'^'n'A«

No. 17rt.—Picture Puzzle: Cloth. Pail.
No. 177.—Subtractions: 1. Side—l+o=
dose. 2. Meu—n+u—emu. 3. Draw—

a
on

veilder-

cbatlDg.djshes

»hM
but involving «ometroubU.and dirtta
a
la
tlie starting. In
smalt
y,

Ε Κ

"Whose little

»

>{

.τγ.»
S-sJr»
rr-«

HERBAL
BALLOT

physician of
was playing

v«

•°;ΐΛΓβ·^

it «as

would put a stop to it at once? No
mother eliould bo without thie old and
tried remedy in the house—for its timed y
use will promptly cure any lung, throat
ar bronchial trouble in herself or her
:hi)dren. The worst cough or cold can
be speedily cured by German Syrup; so
:an hoarseness and congestion of the
bronchial tubes. It makes expectoration
jaay, and gives instant relief and refreshing rest to the cough-racked consumptive.
Sew trial bottles, 25 cents; large size, 75
:ents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

mighitjg

ami»«"<»ms

Wire. 2. Idol. J!. Hoaui. 4. Elms.
No. 17Ô.—A Flight of Stairs:

No. ISO.—Historical Anagrams: FlorOliver CromwelL
Nightingale.
Napoleon Bouaparte. Charles Stuart.
Thomas a Becket.

fLY'S

Balm(^ rEVE*J^

quantity

himself.
"I'rescott always took this betting on
l is own industry with perfect seriousSometimes lie would radiantly
l.ess.
j.reet his secretary with: 'You linve lost!

always

not to release Mr. I'rescott from
professional any forfeiture that may incur, except
pictures,
badly-drawn
beauties, vile gutter hags and freak-show In such cases as are provided for in
monstrosities; its ghastly parade of the the contract—this contract being made
criminal doings all over the world; its at his desire for his own accommodajob-type headlines, half a foot high, tion only."
used without any sense of proportion,
whether to announce a great battle or
A llluiili Scientifically Defined.
an unverified rumor, coming fron ShanNot long since we were asked tu give
whai or Wei-hai-wei or Chefoo, of a
skirmish
between scoute, in which a scientific definition of the word
nobody was hurt; its ingenious puzzle "blush." We liuve inude an effort
war maps, in which the problem is to from un anatomical and physiological
discover where among the badly-printed point of view, to give the definition.
tangle of black blotches Mukden and Λ Mush is a temporary erythema and
Harbin and Feng Wang Cheng and
calorific effulgence of the physiognomy,
Hung-yo-Cbang and Hang Wing Chow aetologized by one perceptiveness of
and Yeng Show Wo are concealed.
when in a predicament
But there ie no danger that this lurid, (he sensorium
inflated journalistic
topsy-turveydom of unetiullibrlllty from a sense of
will have any permanent sway, it will shame, auger or other cause, ventuatsoon be relegated to the liai bo of the ing in a paresis of the vasomotor filaabsurd fashion of hoopskirts and bal- ments of the facial capillaries, whereby,
loon trousers of years ago. The clean,
being divested of their elasticity, they
family are suffused with α radiance effemimitcarefully-edited
thoughtful,

1

liîtor ornament», v»lu.bl«ι in
S «"l> «Τ
S»

Key lo the I'unlrr,
2.
No. 170. -Mctagrums: 1. Hind.
Mind. 3. Kind. 4. Hind. 5. /ind.
No. 171.—Charade: Siren (sigh-wren).
No. 172.—Double Beheadings: 1. Sy-stem. 2. Wi-thln. 3. En-vied. 4. El-ate.
5. Tu-llp. ti. He-ed. 7. En-noble. 8.
At-tract. 0. Ru-ln.
Xo. 173.—Progressive Enigmas: Till,
Lent. red. Dot—reda, man- mantil.a.
•lent.
No. 174.—Word Squares: I.—1. Last.
4. Term.
IL—1.
2. Ante.
3. Star.

ence

b.

servi*, c

SUBVIVK

ment.
I There results this hysterical form of
journalism, with its higgledy-piggledy
arrangement of news matter, in all styles
and sizes of type, inclosed in boxed compartments, and with every possible
fantaçticism of array calculated to catch
the eye and distract the brain of the
reader, its jumble of gaudily-colored,

■^ïî* °Vjt\h.

Lady Caller-But I thought this was
her "at home" day.
Maid So it used to be, mum, but
she's had no time for it since she took
up cruelty to children.—Punch.

U+n=waru.
No. 178.—Geographical Acrostic: Primais-London. Finals—Thames. Crosswords—1. Lift. 2. Oath. y. Nora. 4.
Drum. 5. Once. 0. News.
No. 171».—Beheadings: Scowl, cowl,
owl. Spear, pear. ear.
Strain, train,
rain.

M.

TO

now is (more especialin the Sunday paper)-to pile bulk
inupon bulk in the way of expansion,
Publishers are
stead of contraction.
issue
the
shall
greatest
contending who
number of pages of a clumsy, unman-

ly

"t,,'^ΐΐ 2.7™°?" «Id M™ «uirk·
ÎT*h£V3 in WNj--i

iss

at

mum.

BAH
It A H R Β Κ
Κ Κ Ν Ν Ε Τ
Ν Κ Τ Η

I.IKKLY

NOT

LONG.

Country.

in the

ABE

Newspaper Tendencies

ageable, unintelligible

voyage would become an earthen

why should this dangerous condition
exist, dangerous alike to mother and
child, when Dr. Boschee's German Syrup

Deering

TUAT

pepper. Cook until thick. Pour over
the meat and cabbage. Add a teacup of
whipped cream the last thing.—Home
Science Magazine.

7. A letter in

HEALTHY MOTHERS.
Mothers should always keep in good
bodily health. They owe it to their
children. Yet it is do unusual eight to
see a mother, with babe in arms, coughing violently and exhibiting all the symptoms of a consumptive tendency. And

Harvesting Machinery,
Walter A. Wood.

Present

piut vinegar, teaspoonful mustard, salt,

pot.

Mats, Mirrors
&

DRESSING.

growth.

■

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

toes.—New York Tribune.

A fish would become locality.
A servant would become liquid.
Λ carriage would become pursuit.
Flexible would become a vegetable

Maid—No,

Dr. Austin

FRENCH

IKM.—Syncopation».
If I went away a sea robber would
become idle talk.

home?

Ax. Smut* *
RUJUSJ*-

ÎSJrSfïiJUCOLP"» HEAD

Yolks of six eggs, well beaten, onehalf pint of melted butter, three-quarters

1. A letter in sport. 1'. A useful metMows with tiie foot. 4. Outdoor
al.
pleasure parties in which each one
furnishes refreshments. 5. A thorn. (5.

Lady

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral
Not Narcotic.

Wheeler,

Dry Wood

of air.
3. Change the remains of a tire to relieves.
(». Change a deep chasm to an alloy
of copper and zinc.
7. Change bumpkins to Instruments.
8. Change lessons to a large pile of
currents

■

M

I M VMS.' < H 11.1)HI. Ν

I hive large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,

I

and put t in its place—taper.
1. Change certain plantigrade animals to perforates.
2. Change perspiration to remains.
Change lovely June flowers to im-

A

Bears the

a

Ely's

the second word descrilH-d. Example:
Change a soft substance to a small
Answer
I'a-s-te; tak<
wax candle.

M

Elixir
Dr.
True's
valunnsif
and
ill e\|«-l

Always Bought

Vegetable Preparation for As

jlmift efOUJÉ"SâHVBtHTBIBR
AmyStm Seed'"

[<ati«faclion

Nu.

Maine.

...

1 ?

ENTHE TRUE L. F. BENEW8 THE
ERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
STRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND

judgment,

DRESSING.

rn1 The Kind You Have

"1 wish to My a few worda In praise of the
It
True 'L. F .* Atwood'a Bitters. I hive taken
round
for rears and find It to b· the beat all
waa
I
bz-tl /e medicine I can cet.
ieellnç
bottles
Y err bad last spring and took aeveral
and It made me feel like a new man. If this
testimonial will be of anr use to you In Increas(ne the sale of your medicine rouare at[liberty
boon to
to us· H. This medicine Is aurely a
all mankind. "—5. W. Gordon, Chtsltrville. M*

CATARRH

win

or

Or lose, 'twill take your all.
My tot α ι, roams the forest glen
Far from the busy haunts of men.

sport.

Worms?
Μ

GOLD MEDAL

IMA.—Charade.

,\o.

My first Is never tn.
However oft you call;

To

OIL

For Infante and Children.

do

W. J.

So. IK4.—Anaitrani Verae.
··»····
the breakfast bell;
Too early thou
'Tis a ······· that breaks the magic spell
·······
sti Mweet and well.
When I am

Water in a solid state.

early maturity.

speed

you hurry 7" asked Mr.
Kangaroo of Mr. Terrupln ns the latter scrambled out of the bushes and

"Why

—

!tu.

sire that pro-

a

luces 4ât* nt I cm en"*

the

a

hay.

Has Colts

good nour

small fruit and a
and reap a delicious

bird,

a

3. 1 sow circular motion and abated
air, and reap a natural phenomenon.
4. I sow shop furniture and part of a
window, and reap a warm covering.

out

Ring.

Ν. H. Fit for the Show

Morning, Noon

shipload.

1 sow

—

Supplies.

application.

vehicle and a verb, and

a

how

a

stupid person,

Mr. D.KaWa.«f Nevada. 0..sqrs: I Ui *<m»&
fcoabla ted «aa la a bad state aa I had heart troubla
vtth H. I task Kedoi Drw^a Car· fcr ahoel foal
euatha aad it eared aa.
Kodol Mgoata What Yoa Eat
and relievaa the atomach of all narroaa
strain and the heart of all preasure.
■stUeoenty. JI.OO Sbe holdtnc 2K tteaa the«Μ
*·. which sails (or 50c.
ht a. α De*iTT * οα. owioa—

sent on

I

sweetmeat.

Ara due to

Berlin,

"reaped."
1*.

one

Hecnrds, Blanks, Horns, and

So. 1K3.—Sotting and Hraplus.
The tliiugs "sown" are the syllables
of a word, the whole of which is

reap

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
Indigestion.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

l ind the name of a bird represented
in the picture.—New York Tribune.

1.

Weak

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

KANGAROO

With a silver fork beat the yolks of
three eggs until smooth. Add the juice
of one lemon. Whip in, drop by drop,
enough olive oil to make a thick cream.
If inclined to curdle add more lemon an a manuscript broker for the publisher,
juice. This recipe is a little tedious to he returned the proof sheets, in which
make, but will fully repay one for the he had no present interest.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
trouble.
After some further correspondence, in
declined to recede
which Mr. Carryl
case. Pease piano, 7$ octave, almost new,
FRUIT SALAD.
for $185.
from his position, he supposed that the
One-half box gelatine, one-half can matter was
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
ended, until he received from
four
sliced pineapple, three oranges,
from
still another publisher a note,
new, for $900, worth |250.
one
one
bananas,
cup English walnuts,
which the following is an extract:
One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
cup cream. Soak the gelatine in cup
"I was somewhat surprised this mornwalnut case, for $950, worth $300.
cold water. Add three cups of boiling
ing to receive by mail the proofs of one
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumwater. Cut oranges,
pineapple and of your stories, which is offered to me
ford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a
bananas into cubes. Mix and pour the for sale
As this is at least
Mr. —.
by
great trade.
gelatine over them. Mold in cups. Turn an unusual proceeding, I write to ask if
out and serve with whipped cream. This it is all
One second hand Estey organ at South
and done with your apright
Halad is especially attractive served in
Paris, almost new, for $55.
proval."
the orange half shells, on lettuce leaves
Mr. Carryl promptly replied:
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
and topped with a cone of the whipped
"No; it is not all right. If you want
«tops, in nice condition, for $45.
cream.
to buy one of my storiee I will write you
One second hand I)yer & Hughes, six
one, and you can pay me for it. I sold
CHKKKY AND
NUT SALAD.
walnut case, never been hurt,
octave,
in
his
for use
the novelette to Mr.
that cost 1125, for $65.
One can large white cherries, one cup
the
TIME."
OF
and not to hawk around
*"\VE HAVE PLENTY
One second hand square piano, a nice
English walnuts. Seed and drain cher- magazine, Send it back."
ries. Break the nuts into bits, mix with country.
to bis feet, be saw the one, for $115, worth $140.
and,
and
did
springing
His correspondent
apso,
cherries. Place a spoonful of the mixtSEND FOR CATALOGUES.
parently this action, in connection with smoke from the train in the distance.
ure on a lettuce leaf and garnish with a
whatever he may have seen tit to write I)own the road he sprang as fast as
mayonnaise dressing.
at the same time, served to close the inhe could, all the time the rumbling
MAYONNAISE DRESSING.
cident, as far as the magazine publisher
and rattling of the train growing
was
concerned.
Three eggs, one cup of sweet milk,
BIIlillUI BLOCK,
»
Not so with Mr. Carryl. If there was louder.
one-third cup of vinegar, one-half teal*Vntnr
to have it
wished
*onth
PbtU.
he
word
lie
last
a
to
be
the
of
within
depot.
sight
He got
spoonful mustard, butter size of a walnut. Beat the yolks until amooth. Add himself, and in a few days the oppor- saw the train stop. He saw Mr. Terraitself.
with
presented
tunity
and
boil.
Season
milk, vinegar
THIN
then the train
The magazine
publisher, among pin step on board, and
sugar, salt and pepper to taste. Whip
REM EDV
the whites of the eggs to a stiff froth, various other enterprises, was interested started again.
Happening to
la aure to
"Toot, loot!" shrieked the whistle.
gradually add the boiled custard. This in the grocery business.
be wandering about New York in search
will
in
in
be
gir·
texture,
dressing
light
light
Mr. Kangaroo was almost there.
himfound
color, like that served by caterers in of "local color," Mr. Carryl
shrieked the whistle
toot!"
"Toot,
in
the
links
the
of
one
of
in
front
self
the cities.
again.
publisher's "chain" of retail stores.
%
FBUIT AND CELERY SALAD.
He entered, purchased a can of toCream
Mr. Kangaroo made a long Jump.
One can pineapple, one large stock matoes, took it home, opened it, poured
Gives Relief at one*.
One hind foot landed on a car step,
celery, one cup English walnuts, one out about a third of the contents, jamwas getting under full It cleanses, Hoothee]
box gelatine. Make a lemon jelly of the med down the lid, wrapped up the can, but as the train
and heals the diseased
j
membrane.
It cures!
Cut into cubes.
gelatine.
Prepare summoned a district messenger boy, and «team by that time poor Mr. Kan- I catarrh
ami drives
fruit, celery and nuts as for other salads. sent the parcel to the publisher with the garoo slipped and fell.
I a way a cold In the ■■■
Mix all together and serve with or with- following note:
Mr. Terrapin looked out the window
:
out a dressing. Very effective in a cut"Dear Mr.
and said to himself,
protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
I purchased to-day at one of your of a parlor car
glass dish, if the jelly is pink.
back in time for ihe Taste and Smell. Pull Size, AO cents, at druggrocery stores the accompanying can of "I ho|H· I'll get
gists or by mall. Trial size 10 cent*, by mall.
PORK SALAI).
tomatoee. Upon reconsideration I find funeral."— Worcester Post.
ELY BHOTHERS.se Warren Street, New York.
It is not generally known that pork that it is not quite what I want after all,
it
to
makes a delicious salad which can scarce- and I am accordingly returning
you
Preacott'» Waiter·.
ly be detected from chicken salad, and in that you may place it on sale again. I
Rollo Ogden, in his biography of W1K
! shall be glad to have you remit to me
much easier prepared.
The proportion is one cup of pork, whatever you may receive for it, up to liam II. I'rescott, the historian, cites
cooked and chopped, one cup raw chop- the amount (11 cents) which I paid for many passuges from the diary showing
We are now
Yours very truly,
Prescott's habit of Hugging himself to
dry wood
ped cabbage and one-half cup Englieh it.
Guy Wktmobe Cabbyl."
walnuts. Season
with pepper, salt,
his work by making wagers with his into South Paris
car loud,
the
Mr. Carryl beard nothing more in re- secretaries that he would complete a
celery seed, add a good mayonnaise
customers in any
gard to either the novelette or the toma- given task by a certain day, the odds and can
dressing.

symptom of Kidney Ills, from
common backache to complicate*] urinary
cure every

Λητ..η«»«»·ι.Ίίϋ: a «ΊρΤρΗ h:i<1 d«^ct1ptl«n ma'
a·
iiUli'kl* .«it: ri ... ι.,ίι. ·ιι frw· whether
hittily <:et.;at>le. <i>QmiuntCH
lurent I-.II 1^ I
U't
!. ll-i*tallMuik»a I'alrali
•i n« ι·ι.ι'ν·
«
.·>.vuc
<
m
patenta»
item
it
Hiii.-uti taken It r..ii ')i .Munii Λ Οι. Γ wee In

can

OLIVE

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thoruley street,
Pawtucket, H. !.. say*: "I'oau's Kidney
I'llls haw been used by both my husband
uiul two daughters. and the relief obtained
lu every case was very satisfactory. My
husbumi was bothered olY and uu for u k>un
tiuie with palus across his back, which at
tiuies became very severe. I saw LK>au's
a
Kidney I'llls advertised, and procured
box from \V. L. Wood's drug store. He
rid
was
used them, and iu a very short time
of the backache. I always keep I>oau's
Kiduey I'llls on baud, aud would not be
without theui."
For sale by all druggists: 50 cents. Foater-Milburu Co.. iiuffulu, Ν. V.

PROCRASTINATING

THE

you may sell it elsewhere. I shall be must run on to the depot.
I would
glad to have you remit to me whatever
a little aheud of time than
be
rather
amount
to
the
for
receive
it, up
you may
I have paid you for it."
miss the train altogether," and he hurWhen Mr. Carryl had sufficiently re- ried along.
covered from the temporary trance into
"Silly fellow," commented Mr. Kanwhich this proposition bad put him to
he sat down on the
be able to uee his typewriter, he wrote garoo, and then
a courteous reply, thanking the pub- ground and, propping his back against
lisher for the opportunity so kindly af- a tree, fell asleep.
forded him of correcting his correspondIn the midst of a pleasant dream he
but stating
ent's errors of
startled by a terrific "Toot, toot!"
was
that he was satisfied with the negotiation as it stood.
He added that, as his literary engagements would prevent him from acting

SALAD.

Three-quarter

Restless, Excitable. The Kid·
neys are sick.

MAINE

NORWAY,

Many good «tories in which he shone
are told by his friends, but nothing more
characteristic than the account he gave
of a "run-up" he bad quite recently
with a well-known magazine publisher.
The publisher had accepted a novelette from Mr. Carryl and paid him for it.
The story was put into type. Mr. Carry! revised the proofs, spent the money,
and thought no more about it
Some months later, however, he was
surprised to receive the proof sheets
with the following note from

Sain,

Chas. F. Ridlon, SO WEARY.
Weary

and

ings·

Salads.

MADE HI « Hi MAN

Animai Story For
Littl? Polks

AO

lady brought a display dish of salad, with
hurried down the road the other daf.
the recipe.
"I've got to catch a train to take me
There were some fifteen varieties, and
the showing was very pleasing to the
to town to buy some groceries," replied
eye, as well aa the palate. The fruit
Mr. Terrapin.
salads, served on a green lettuce leaf with
"So have 1," said Mr. Kangaroo, "but
the bright yellow of the mayonaise
e publisher:
We have
am not going to hurry.
I
dressing were especially tempting. The
••Dear Mr. Carryl—Upon consideration
members, who had previously provided I And that the inclosed story is not quite plenty of time. Let's sit down by the
themselves with pencil and paper, copied what I
want, after all, and I am accord-j road and take a nap."
the recipes as read. The following are
"I
ingly returning it to you in order that
"No, no," answered Mr. Turtle.
a few of the more seasonable salads:

varnieli.

no.

on

The proof of the pudding is the eating; likewise the salad. Realizing this,
the members of the Domestio Science
Division of the Woman's Club of Litchfield, III., held a salad day recently. Each

Conipnratlvra,
[Example: Λ narrow fillet: a suiall
wax candle.
Answer—Tape, taper.]
1. A young boy: gradual rise. 2. Emporium; to torment 3. Want; a kind of
Ko. 1H1.—raise

up stock

Catalogues

authors who are as brilliant in conversation and in private life as in their writ-

—

Carpets

Brauoh

.*■

Oomeoedeaoe on topic· of Interest to the ladite solicited. Addreea : Editor Hommw
Colciu, Oxford Democrat. Parte. Maine
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Guy Wetmore Carryl, who died euddenly this spring, was one of the few
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This i· a nice, clean livery
stock and excellent opening. No
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
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Variety Store, Norway.
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Livery stock for Sale !

Peac· at Laat.
Mr. Hoon—Scrappington αηΛ his wife
"Has your ion benefited by hi· stay
1 itve parted. Mrs. Hood—Good gr.iι ibroad?"
Cumrox. < doue! What Is the trouble? Mr. Hoon
"Yes," answered Mrs.
j tard and indigestible. It is also well to 1 'When he used to say the weather was -There isn't anj trouble now· Tbegr
j toll an egg intended for a young child in 1 tad he "now says 'the 1 climate Is ] iare parted.—Smart Set.
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